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FOREWORD 

Spacelab Mission 1, known in Europe a s  the First  Spacelab Payload 
( FSLP) , is  a cooperative effort between NASA and the Europaan Space Agency 
(ESA). NASA will provide h e  SDace Shuttle Orbiter; and ESA wiil provide 
Spacelab, a flexible laboratory system installed in the Orbiter cargo bay to pro- 
vide a science research center. Both agencies will share ~ponsorship and 
coordination of Spacelab investigations. The primary putpose of the first Space- 
lab missi@% will be to test and verify the operation of the combined jhuttle and 
Spacelab systems, with a second goal of demonstrating Spacelab capabilities to 
accommodate scientific investigations in a variety of disciplines. 

Unlike its predecessor, Skylab, the new Spacelab will not be leB in 
space unattended. It will remain in the Orbiter for the duration of its mission 
and will be returned to Earth for refurbishment and p~eparat ion for the next 
mission. Several different configurations d the Spacelab pressurized module 
and unpressurized pallets a re  possible. The configuration for the first  Spacelab 
mission is  a long module and one pallet, a s  shown graphically in Figure 1. 

Overall management of the f irs t  Spacelab mission has been assigned to 
the Solar Terrestrial Division within the Office of Space Sciences a t  NASA Hesd- 
quartels. The Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) in Huntsville, Alabama, 
is the project management center for the mission. Dr. M. 3. Wiskerchen of 
NASA Headquarters has been designated the Program Scientist for Spacelab 1, 
Dr. C. R. Chappell of MSFC is the Spacelab 1 Mission Scientist, and Dr. Karl 
Knott of ESA i s  the Project Scientist for the mission. Spacelab investigations 
originate from countries all over the world. Figure 2 shows the geographical 
distribution of the principal. investigatoro for Spacelab 1. 

Spacelab 1 will be launched from the Kennedy Space Center (KSC). 
The mission duration is planned for 7 days at an orbital altitude of 250 km and 
an inclination of 57 degrees. Following the flight, the Shuttle will make a run- 
way landing at KSC. Launch i s  presently planned for late 1983. 

A total of six crew members will be needed to operate all the science 
instruments, Spacelab systems, and the Orbiter itself. Four crew members, 
all scientists, a re  needed to operate the science instruments and to  carry out 
on-board parts of the investigations. Two of the science crew will be the Pay- 
load Specialists, and two will be the Mission Specialists. The other two crew 
members will be the Pilot and Commander of the Orbiter. 
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The Payload Specialists will he selected not by NASA but by the scientists 
who have developed the instruments for the mission. Spacelab 1 will be the f i rs t  
Shuttle mission to  car ry  these scientist crew members who a r e  not career  astro- 
nauts. On Spacelab 1, there will be two Payload Specialists; one will he a 
Europeaa, and the other will be a citizen of the United States. 

The Mission Specialists will be primarily responsible for the operation 
of Spacelab systems but will also cooperate in the conduct of scientific investiga- 
tions, The Mission Specialists a r e  career  astronauts assigned by NASA to this  
mission. The two astronaut pilots will maneuver the Orbiter and operate it3 
subsysten~s while the Payload and Mission Specialists conduct investigations 
with the various science instruments. 

Science operations will be conducted continuously during the mission. 
On board, two crews of one Payload Specialist, one Mission Specialist, and one 
astronaut pilot will alternate 12-hour shifts. Actual science operations will be 
directed, and in some cases  controlled, from the Payload @erations Control 
Center (POCC) at Johnson Space Center (JSC). Investigator teams and a cadre 
of support personnel will direct and assis t  the on-boar6 crew in performing the 
investigations according to thc preplanned timeline. Science operations will be 
directed, with guidance from the investigators, by the Mission and Project 
Scientists. 

Of the major instruments on Spacelab 1, three a re  multiuser facilities which 
are supplied by ESA o r  ESA member states,  and one (the Life Sciences Minilab) i s  
n multiuser facility supplied by NASA. These facilities a r e  designed for continuous 
reuse by many different investigators in a given discipline (e.  g . ,  materials science) 
and will 5t flown on many missions. 1,ike the facilities, many of the other major 
instruments a re  designed 2nd intended for use on later missions. 

At present there a re  72 separate investigations, including the experiments 
in the materials science fac.  ity, but not including the many different investigations 
that c m  be performed using data from the metric camera o r  microwave facility. 
Sixteen of the investigations have instruments on the pallet: tv;o have components 
both on the pallet and in the module; and the r e s t  a r e  in the module. Many of the 
pdlet-mounted instruments a r e  controlled from within the pressurized module by 
the on -ba rd  crew, The physical location of each instrument is shown in Figures 
3 through 5 and listed in Table 1. (The experiment numbers given a r e  explained 
in TaMe 3 and a re  used in Table 1 for convenience in locating an experirrent in 
Figures 3 thrsugh 5. ) 
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Figure 3. Spacelab 1 pallet plan view. Note: The items labeled 
IECM and NONMET SAMPLE are part of the l'erification 
Flight Instrumentation of the Shuttle arid are not a part 

of the scientific payload described in this document. 







Spacelab 1 is  a multidieciplino mission comprising five bmad areas of 
investigation: Atmospheric Physics and Earth Observations, Space Plasma 
Physics, Astronomy anci Solar Physics, Material Sciences and Technology, and 
Life Sciences. The Principal Investigators and their experiments a r e  listed in 
Table 2. 

The atmospheric physics investigators will be performing studies of 
the Earth's environment through surveys of temperature, composition, and 
motion of the atmosphere. A broad spectral range from ultravtolet into the 
infrared will be utilized to s' rly the emission o r  absoqltion of light by the 
atmosphere. From these studies, the sources, flow patterns, t r a n s p ~ r t  mech- 
anisms, and decay mechanisms of the constituents of the atmospnere can be 
determined. The Earth observations Investigations, the metric camera and 
the microwave scatteroineter ( a  radar  facility), will use and demonstrate the 
capabiliw of these advanced measuring systems for making topographic and 
thematic maps f m m  high-resolution photographs and remote sensing using the 
all-weather advantages of the microwave facility. The microwave equipment 
will be the first  European radar  remote sensinr facility to be flown in space. 

Investigations in the Space Plasma Physics group will stud; the charged 
particle o r  plasma environment of the Earth, Both active and passive probing 
techniques will be used to hlvestigate key cause-and-effect relationships that 
couple the Earth's magnetosphere and atmosphere. Electron and ton beams will 
be injected into the ambient plasma in order  to study phenomena such a9 aurora 
and spacecrafi charging. Several of the investigations in this  group will operate 
simultaneously, especially during bctive probing periods, so that a ivirle variety 
of data on the reactions induced can be obtaincd. A cosmic ray experiment in 
this discipline group will measure the energy and number distribution of cosmic 
ray nuclei and their isotopes. This investigation will give information on the 
source, acceleration, and propagation of prtrticles tn the solar system. 

The Astroncrny investigations will studv astronomical sources of radia- 
tlon in the ultraviolet and X-ray wavelengths, which a r e  inaccssslble to observers 
on Earth, performing both surveys of large parts  of the celestial sphere and 
detailed studles of specific objects. The Solar investigaticns will measure the 
total energy outkbut of the Sun using three different methods with the irrstruments 
c ross  calibrated so that meaningful comparisons can be made. The goal of 
these investigations i s  to determine quantitatively and with statcaf-the-art 
accuracy and prec!sion any variations in the solar energy outpct. Such informa- 
tion Is important not orlly in studies of ohysical processes on the Sun but a l m  for  
studies of the Earth 's  cllmatolclgy. 
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The Material Sciences and Technology investigations will demonstrate 
and use the capability of Spacelab as a technologtcal development and test  facility. 
The investigations in this group cover a variety of flelde in space materials 
science (also called space processing) which have a s  a common bond the 'nct 
that the physical mechanisms involved a r e  strongly affected on Earth by the 
presence of gravity. These investigations take advantage of the microgravity 
conditions to  perform studios in such areas  a s  crystal growth, metallurgy, 
tribology , fluid physics, glass and ceramics technology, and electrophoretic 
separation. 

The Life Sciences investigations .- -e concerned with the effects of the 
space environment (microgravity and hign-ensrgy radiation) on human physiology 
and on the growth, development, and organization of biological systems. Inves- 
tigations centered on humsn physiology will study areas  related to the absence 
of gravity such a s  body fluid redistribution, reductions in circulating red blood 
cell mass, immunological changes, deviations from normal mineral metabolism, 
and others. Some of these effects have been observed on astronauts in previous 
space flights. A special category of vestibular function investigations will probe 
the intsradions between man' s otolith/ vestibular system and brain, with a gcnl 
being the understanding of the c tuses  of space motion sickness. 

Other studies will be concerned with how biological systems r e a d  to 
the absence of gravity and to the space hard environment. In particular, informa- 
tion will be obtained that is pertinent to answering such questions as: how do 
plants know which way is up?; a r e  circadian rhythms in some biological systems 
driven by external o r  internal signals? The data will be related to understznding 
these systems on Earth. 

In demonstrating the capability of the Spacelab system to conduct 
scientific investigations across a broad range of disciplines, Spacelab 1 will 
acquire fundamentally inlportant knowledge of the physical processes which con- 
trol man's environment and will give ir.sight into the functions which control 
human and biological systems on Earth. 

The experiment descriptions in this report have been grouped into flve 
sections, each section devoted to those experiments in a particular discipline 
group. The numbers assigned to each investigati~n a re  specific to Spacelab 1. 
An explanation of the symbols used i s  given in Table 3. 
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XYZNNN 

X = SpacsPab mission number ( 1 in this caue) 

Y = Agency controlling the investigation 

E = ESA 

N = NASA 

Z = Category of the investigation: 

S = Scientific 

T = Technology 

A = Application 

NNN = An identifying number, asaigned arbitrarily 

:, Units used in the descriptions are metric; wever, 
no attempt has been made to impose a consistent 
system of units (e. g. , mks) on all the experiments. 
In many cases the investigators in a given fleld use 
a particular set of units for traditional reasons. 
To keep the text in the language used in that field, 
the units, although metric, have been left as they 
were. written )3y the principal investigators. 

A separate list of acronyms is not included, but an 
attempt has been made to deflne acronyms within 
each description so  that individual descriptions o r  
sections can stand alone. 
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SECTION I 

ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS AND EARTH OBSERVATIONS 



AN IMAGING SPECTROMETRIC OBSERVATORY 
(1NSO01) 

M. R. Tor r  
University of Michigan, USA 

Spacelab 1 offers the flrst opportunity to measuw the airglow spectrum 
from the extreme ultravlolet (EUV) to the infrared (IR) (20 to 1200 nanome- 
ters) ; i.e., to measure the spectral signatures of a large range of minor con- 
stituents, metastable and excited species of both atomic and molecular ions, 
and neutrals i n  the atmosphere (ranging from the stratosphere to the upper 
thermosphere) for which no data o r  only incomplete empirical data are  available. 
One of the more severe limitations on studies of middle and upper atmospheric 
processes based on optical observations has been the lack of complete spectral 
information acquired simultaneously from the same observational volume. 
Atmospheric reactions involve radiation through the entire optical spectrum, 
and the correlation 3f data over a broad wavelength region invariably becomes 
vital to an understanding of the origin of excitation. 

The dayglow spectrum of the Earth's atmosphere contains a wealth of 
information relevant to the compo~ition and energy budget of the thermosphere, 
the aolar E W  flux and its influence on the production of photoelectrons, cross 
sections for photon and electron ionization and excitation, transport and energy 
loss of photoelectrons, precipitation of fast charged particles, and the production 
and loss of various metastable species. Despite this abundance of information, 
little has yet been learned about the spectrum because spectra obtained from the 
ground have been limited to the night and twilight visible, have had the nontrivial 
1 roblems associated with scattering and extinction in the lower atmosphere, and 
have had to contend with the fact that the thermospheric emissions a r e  measured 
through the underlying OH emission. The purpose of this experiment is to 
measure the optical emissione arising from the dayglow and nightglow and other 
emf ssions from the Earth's atmosphere, the spacecraft induced atmosphere, 
artificially induced aurorae, and the interplanetary and interstellar media. 
The objective i u  to study the composition of and the processes governfng these 
targets. 

The proposed instrument is designed for high-speed operation as an 
imaging device. The rate of production 9f eaidvalent spectra is estimated to be 
100 times faster than existing ground-based equipment. The instrument is 
composed of five identical spectrometers (Fig. 1-1). each of which is restricted 
to a given spectral range within the 20 to 1200 nanometer region. Each module 



ie  an imaging ecanning spectrometer with coincident 0.6 x 0.007 d e g ~ w  fields- 
of-view. Imaging capability ie  obtained along the length of the obeervatlonal 
field by use of an area array detector comprleing 190 x 244 elements. Thus, 
a single measurement produces adjacent spectra in  a given nloc;.de obtained from 
adjacent obw rvational flelda. Wavelength resalution varies between 0.2 and 
0.6 nanometer over the spectral range. A single expoeure at one scan position 
covers a 250 nanometer region. The telescope will be baffled to allow measure- 
ments to within 8 degrees of the Sun o r  the bdght Umb of the Eartb with full 
sensitivity of the instrument. A microprocessor will control the mechanical 
scan mechanisms, the array detector readout, and the operations sequencing. 
The layout depicted in Figure 1-2 will be ueed for all modules except the EUV 
module, which will be used as an objective grating spectrometer. The inetru- 
ment will be constructed in a modular design so  that grstings and detectors can 
be replwed readily with alternate selectiona and so  that fewer than the full a r ray  
of five modules can b flown if  desired. 

The experiment will serve as a precursor for a wide range of investiga- 
tions to which the spectrometer can be applied in later  missions. It is, there- 
fore, an observatory for  the study of problems related to the Spacelab environ- 
ment; the terrestrial atmosphere; planetary, ir~terplanetary, and interstellar 
media; and stellar sources. 

F o r  the Spacelab 1 mission, the instrument will have various operational 
modes to acquire data on both weak and strong sources at various altitudes in 
the day, night, and twilight atmosphere. The various functions of the instrument 
(such as  grating scans, attenuation, exposure duration, gain control) are pro- 
grammable and software controlled, giving great versatility. The instrument is 
capable of operating over a wide dynamic range and has the option of using pulse 
counting o r  analogue detection modes. Observational sequences can be run from 
predefined programs stored in the corrlmand and data management system o r  can 
be entered by an onboard payload specialist o r  by the investigator on the ground. 
The instrument views either along the +Z direction, o r  over a 30 degree range 
in the YZ plane using a scan mirror. Altitude profiles o r  other spatial scans 
can be obtained either by using the scan mirror  o r  by using maneuvers of the 
vehicle. 
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Figure 1-1. Schematic of imagfng spectrometer. 



Figure 1-2. Optical layout of imaging spectrometer 
module Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4. 



GRILLE SPECTROMETER 
(IES013) 

M. Ackerman 
Belgian Institute for Space Aeronomy, Bzlgium 

and 

A. Girard 
Office National dlEtudes e t  de Recherches Aerospatiales, France 

The grille spectrometer has been proposed by two erganizations: the 
(iffice National dlEtudes e t  de Recherches Aerospatiales in France and the 
Belgian Institute for Space Aeronomy in Belgium. Its purpose is to study, on a 
global scale, atmospheric parameters between 15 and 150 kilometers altitude. 
The investigation uses high-resolution (better than 0.1 centimeter*) infrared 
spectroscopic okservations of the Earth's limb in the wavelength range charac- 
teristic of the vibrational-rqtationd lines of the relevant atmospheric constitu- 
ents. Since ma!or atmospheric constituents (02, Nz) are  not active ill thz 
infrared, trase species (e.g., CQ, H20, O,, CH,, KZO, CC, NO, NO2, HK03, 
HC1, HF, CFC12, CFCl,, OH, 0, etc. ) will be observed.' Most of the measure- 
ments will be performed in the absorption mode with a fast spectral scanning 
velocity (one spectral element in 0.1 second) using the Sun as  the source at 
sunrise a.ld sunset. This method of analysis of the minor constituents offers 
well-recognized advantages. The quantitative interpretation of the spectra can 
be performed with a high degree of accuracy; in particular, the knowledge of 
the temperature profile is not required. The vertical pr  ,file of number density 
is deduced readily with a set of observations at different solar zenith angles by 
the llonion peeling" processing method. The high resolution permits the 
unambiguous isolation of the spectral signatures even in the case of the compo- 
nents with the lowest number uensity. 

In the emissicn mode, measurements of the infrared emissions of the 
trace constituents will h? made by observing the Earth's atmospheric limb. 
Such meascrements can he performed at almost any time during the night o r  day, 
the cnly limitatian being the Spacelab attitude. 

The grille spectrometer possesses the advantage of a luminosity approxi- 
mately one hundred times better than the conventional slit spectrometer and, 
compared to the Fourier transform spectrometer, has the practical advantage 
of direci;. recording the spectral information in the very narrow spectral range 
where this infornlation is relevant. 



With a c l a s ~ i c a l  epectrometer, the entrance and exit slits make the 
luminbaity and the reeolvlng power strictly depadent  on each other. In fact, 
Ngh luminosity requires a large throughput for the spectronreter, and a high- 
resolving power r eqdres  a large range of transmission for the spatial fiw- 
quencies in the focal plane of the spectrometer. The inl~trumental parameters 
&ternlining theee two properties can be mado independent by placing, inatead 
of slib, a plate (grille) with a large area and a set of dtematlvely reflecting 
and transparent zones, liwdted by equilateral hyperbolas. The grille, acting 
ae a broadband width spat id filter, works by transmiseion at the entrance and 
by reflection at the eldt. The luminosity depends on the s rea  of the grille, and 
the resolving power depends on the width of the zones. 

The resolved spectral interval is se1,ectively modulated by a vibrsting 
coll imakr which producas an oscillation with a small amplitude of the dispersed 
light coming fmm the spectrometer. 

The spectron~eter (Fig. 1-3) will o p ~ a t e  in the wavelength range from 
2.6 to 13 micrometers. The light coming from the Sun through the Earth's 
atmospheric limb o r  from the atmospheric limb itself will be reflected toward a 
telescope by m orientablc roctnngular plane mirror.  The telescope which will 
transmit the light to the spectrometer has a 0.3 meter diameter and a 6 meter 
focal length. Two detectors will be used simultaneously to cover the entire 
spectral range. A l l  functions of the instrumentation will be programmable 
through a micrcgrocessor wNch will be a part of the instrument electronics and 
will allow interaction b e b e e n  the payload spc ia l i s t  on bard and the gmund- 
based investigators. The instninlcnt will be closed wnen not in operation. A 
built-in calil>ration light source will allow test at m y  time before a d  during 
Bight. 

Considerable valuable data have been obtained with similar instn~ments 
from balloon aml aircraft platforms (Concorde and NASA Convnir 990). Space- 
lab operation will provide global cowmge,  access to higher alUtudes (meso- 
sphere and t h e r m o s p h e ~ )  , and the acquisition of a largc amoui~t of data in a 
shor! 'tmc colnpared with the slow optlration on other platforms. 





WAVES IN THE OH EMISSIVE LAYER 
( 1 ~ ~ 0 1 4 )  

M. ~ e r s 6  
Service d' ABronomie du CNRS, France 

The light c:.f +bt night sky in photographs taken in the near infrared (IR) 
frequently exhibits a patchy and striated structure. The striations, or brtght par- 
allel bands, occur in large cloud-like structures. Each l u g e  region is more than 
1000 kilometers in size, with roughly 40 ki' ?meters 3eWt;an bight crests. Paral- 
lax determinations place the altitude of tho cloads at 85 kilometers. The only 
known species that emits light in the near IR and is localized at thie altitude is  
the hydroxyl radical OH. 

The origin of the structure is not known, but it msy be related to gravity 
waves or txrbulenc,cs. To determine a correlation, one naede a larger coverage 
than is obtained fron~ a single slte. Observations from space pertn!t sucah a 
coverage. 

The scientific aim of this experiment 1s to photograph and measure the 
structures, 1.e.. sizes, velocities, contrast, evolution, etc. A better knowledge 
of the dynamics of the upper atnlosphere at this altitude and possibly the causes 
of the structures will be obtained fron~ these studies. 

The instrument (Fig. 1-4) is built with con:mercial parts. An objective 
forms the image of the sky on the photocathode of a :i~icrochl;nnel image intensi- 
fier. A second objective (the camera lens) is used as  a relay lens to record on 
photographic film the Image of the output screen of the intensifier. A n  ln~age 
intensifier is necessary because the enlission is too faint to permit an exposure 
time compatible with spacecrnft veloci@. The spectral part of the airglow Is 
delimited on the short v-nvelength side by a Scht t  FIGS filter ( 50 percent cut.aff 
at 730.0 nanometers) and on the IR side 3y the sensitivity of L!e phoiocathode 
( 50 percent cu t~ f f  at 830.0 nanometers) . The  amer era is a 16 nli:l!meter movie 
camera operated in a single frame mode. It will be turned on and off by coll~mands 
initiated in the Spar.elab rnodule or on the ground. Approximately 2000 photo- 
graphs are planned during the mission, usitlg the Orbiter for yolnting. The film 
will be processed post-mission and the structul.cs projected on a geographical 
nrap to obtain the parameter values. 





INVESTIGATION ON ATMOSPHERIC H AND D THROUGH THE 
MEASUREMENT OF THEIR LYMAN-a! EMISSIONS 

i lES017) 

J. L. Bertaux 
Service d* A6ronomle du CNRS, France 

The sclentlflc objective of this experiment i s  to study various sources of 
Lyman* emission in the atmosphere, In the interplanetary medlum, and 
possibly in the galactic medium. The instrument i s  a spectrophotometer asso- 
clati 3 with two absorptlon cells, one filled wlth hydrogen, the other wlth deu- 
terium ( Flg. 1-5). 
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The.ma1n source of Lyman-a as seen from Spacelab i s  the result of 
resonance scattering of so la r  photons by atnlospherlc atomic hydrogen. This 
emisslon has been studied thoroughly with previous space experlments and 1s 
considered a s  "noise" in the present i n ~ e s t l ~ a t ~ o n ;  It i s  eliminated with the help 
of the hydrogen absorption <,ell run a t  a high absorption level. The other sources 
of Lyman-a a r e  then studied ( Flg. 1-6). 

Lyman-a, emisslon of atomic deuterium ( D) i s  iden+!fied with the help 
of ths deuterium absorption cell. Its intecsity and Ilne-width a r e  measured, 
yielding the vertical dlstrlbution of D from 90 to approximately 250 kilometers 
and its temperature. I.rorn this vertical distrlbutton, the eddy diffusion co- 
efficient K around 100 kllometers Is derived and mapped on the whole sunlit Earth. 
This  i s  a key parameter for  the study of the dynamics of thls atmospheric region. 

Lyman-a emission resultin$ from charge exchange of protons wlth 
neutral species i s  possibly present a t  varlous places: auroral zones, equatorial 
zones, and possibly at  the foot of the polar cusps, where the solar wind interacts 
directly wlth the neutrai atmosphere. The foot of the polar cusps could be 
located precisely through observatlons of these regions wlth a scannlng mirror .  

Some Lyman* emlsslon i s  also expected from the p l a ~ m a  guns placed 
on board Spacelab. 

Interplanetary hydrogsn (which comes from the nearby lntsrstellar 
medium) i s  a source of L.yman-a . It prevents astronomlcal observation of 
diffuse galactlc Lyman-a, emissions. With the help of the absorption cell, the 
level of diffuse galactlc emission will be determlned. The usc of the absorptlon 
cell on Spacalab i s  also a test  for determlnlng lf the presence of geocoronal and 
interplanetary emlaslon will prevent h t u r e  aatl.onomlca1 observatlons of 
L,;man-a emlssions. 







METRIC CAMERA EXPERIMENT 
( ? ~ A 0 3 3 )  

M. Reynolds 
ESA Facility 

Considering the worldwide need for topographic mapplng at medium to  
small scales for the planning of use of global natural resources and the need for  
deriving thematic maps on the basis  of topographlc maps, it i s  generally 
apparent LO the mapplng community that existing mapping techniques yield too 
slow a progrees compared to the needs in ( 1) compi!ing topographic and thematic 
maps, especially in unpopulated o r  less-developed regions of the world and (2) 
updating and revising topographic and thematic maps in populated and developed 
regions of the world. 

A possible remedy i s  the acquisition of high-resolution imagery from 
satellite altitudes using aerial  survey camera systems. The purpose of the 
metric camera experlment iu t h e r e f u i ~  to test the mapplng capabilities of high- 
resolution space photography taken a t  the resolution limit of image motion on 
large fiiln format (23 r: 2 S  centimeters). The RMK 30/23 mapplng camera 
chosen for the first S~ace iph  flight is expected to provide imagery with a photo- 
graphic ground resolution of better than 20 meters,  and i t  i s  therefore considered 
suitable for detecting details for mapping a t  small scales  and for  certain aspects 
a t  medium scale. 

The metric camera system co:~sists of the f o l l o ~ l n g  components: camera 
body with optics and exposure meter, fllm magazines containing aerial  fllm of 
24 centimeters wldff,, a remote control unit, and filters. An overview of the 
metric camera components i s  shown in Figure 1-7, and Table 1-1 gives the 
characteristics of the camera and experiment parameters. For  operation, the 
camera i s  mounted by means of the suspension mount behind the optical window 
in the Spacelab module. 

Two film m a ~ a z i n e s  a r e  foreseen. On the average, approximately 550 
photographs can be  obtained on one magazine, so  that two magazines will yield 
a total of 1100 sxposures. Each magazine may contain a different fllm type. 
The exposures will be taken cyclewise either with a 60 o r  80 percent longitudinal 
overlap. At the preaent state of planning, there wlll be 34 cycles containing 
between 12 and 132 photographs. The cycle t imes wlll vary between 6 and 
25 minutes. 



For eqe r imen t  control, the metric camera has it6 own microprocessor. 
The start times for  each cycle are  transferred by means of "scheduling com- 
mmdsl1 on a day-byaday basis. 

After installation of the camera at the ogtical wilAow, the payload crew 
is hardly involved in experiment operations except for changing film magazines 
and filters. Concsrning monitoring activities the crew is warned of an sxperi- 
ment error  by a blinking indicator. In critical sit-datiom the experiment is 
switc. td off aubmatically. Consequently, the focal point for monitoring and 
control ~f the metric camera is in the payload operations control center. 

To get 90 percent longitudinal overlap of subsequent photographs at a 
Spacelab velocity of 7.7 kilometel : per second there will be a time interval of 
A t  approximately 5 seconds between two successive exposures. This amounts 
to a total opepation time of 2.3 hours for the camera (for 80 percent overlap, 
the total operation time is 4.6 hours). In this way strips 1800 to 2300 kilometers 
can be covered on the ground in each sequence. 

In s-dard aerial photography, suitable illumination conditions exist only 
i f  the Sun elevation is higher than 30 degrees. However, the Sun elevation angle 
should be smaller than (90 degrees-? ) in o ~ d e r  to amid interference due to 
solar reflection; (Y is 20.5 degrees to the edges of the photograph and 28 degrees 
on the direction of the diagonals. The second condition is fulfilled for the chosen 
orbit with inclination 57 degrees. However, t.he first condition (Sun elevation 
greater than 30 degrees) restricts the a r e ~ s  over which mapping photographs 
can be taken to a latAbude 40 degrees o r  greater at the beginning of the mission 
and 30 degrees o r  greater at the end of the d s s i o n .  For  geological inkrpreta-  
tion there may t e  some cases (e. g., oTnr dc se r t  areas) in which photography 
with low elevation angle (between 30 ~4 lL degrees) is desJred to enhance 
terrain relief by shadows. 

This use of the camera in Spacelab will test the application oi  space 
photography over well-controlled regions, including perhaps areas of special 
characteristics both in Europe and other regions, particularly the developing 
countries. 
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TABLE 1-1. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EXPERIMENT 

Camera 

Type: 

Lens: 

Distortion: 

Resolution: 

Field-of-View: 

Shutter: 

Apertures: 

Shortest ycling Time: 

Image Size: 

Film Width: 

Film Length: 

Eqxrimcnt Parameters 

Scale of Images: 

Image Size: 

Ground Coverage of 
One Image: 

Spacelab Velocity: 

Image Motion: 

Gsse-to-Height Ratio 
at 60 percent: 

Zeiss RMK A30/23 

Topar f = 305 

5 pm maximum 

40 lp/mm over whole image size (with 
,lvipl,lot Pan 30 PE with a speed of 21. 
DEq and Perufin dew loper) 

D!agonal 56', Across 41.2' 

Aerotop-xotating-disk.~shuttt3r (between 
lens shutter) , Exposura: 1/100, 1/250, 
1/500, 1/1000 

1:5.6, 1:8, 1:ll 

2 sec (interval between t w ~  expo~,ures) 

23 x 23 cm 

24 cm 

120 to 150 rn depending on 'dm thicknesw 

188.5 x 188.5 krn 

- 7.7 km/sec 

At 1/500 sec exposure tlrne: 18 pm 
(= 16 m on the gl-ound) 
At 1/1000 sec exposure time: 9 pm 
(= 8 m on the gmund) 

1:3 (every secor~d phob at 80 percent 
overlap) 
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Figure 1-7. Metric camera instrument components overview. 



MICROWAVE R a  GTE SEMING EXPERIMENT 
(lEA034) 

G. Dieterle 
ESA Facility 

The microwave instrument k, be Bown on the flrst Spaoelab mission in 
1983 will be the first  Eumpean microwave remote sensing experiment to be 
placed in orbit. The design of the instrument is such that different sensor 
operating modes will be possible, enablirrg a rango of experiments to be per- 
formed both during the flrst  mission and during reflights of the instrument on 
subsequent Spacelab flights. 

The Microwave Remote Senlsing E-dment (MIBE) instnunentation is 
a radar facility. In the active modes the instrument tranexriits microwave energy 
in X-band (9.65 glgahortz) to Earth targets. A sensitive low noise remiver 
detect8 ths backscattered radar signals. The same system is used in the 
passive mode to detect the microwave brightness temperature of the targets. 
The operation of the experiment is larpply sutomatic, but i t  c m  he controlled 
by the payload specialist o r  from the ground. 

The microwave instrument will operate in three modee: (1) a main mode 
as a two-frequoncy scnttemmeter ( 2  FS) , ( 2 )  a high-resolution medo as a 
synthetic aperture radar (SAi3). and (3) a passive inode a s  a passi-.w microwave 
radiometer. 

In the 2 FS mode, the instrument will mensure the mean surface wave 
spectra by using tho complex backscattering of the ocean surface at two adjacent 
microwave frequencies. Calculations will d e l i ~ r  a cross-correlation tern) 
proportional to a component of the sea-wavc spectrum depending on look angle, 
depression angle, ad difference frequency; the radiometar signal is used for 
data correction. In this way, the long ocean wave spectrum components for 
waws between 10 and 500 meters will bo detected. Ro t~ t i c s  of the antenna will 
give wave direction. Data gathering will be done in ocem areas parallel to t h  

Spacelap ground track. Calibration of the system is obtai~md by the comparieloa 
of space measurements with sea truth data fmm test areas, 

In the SAR mode, areas of the  earth'^ surface will bo imaged with the 
instrumant operating in a s-vnthetic aperture radar mods. The backscattered 
data a re  coherently recorded, and off-line processing will provide imagery with 
a ground reuolutlon of 25 by 25 meters. Motion cor.pensaUon is carried out 



during the ground proceesing ucllng data from the Spacelab attitude aeneors. 
The SAR shall be used over land mrkces  and over the ocean (sea ice, oil 
sllcks) . 

Tha radiometer mode its an add-on mode to support the 2 FS seneor 
object atudy and will be used In time inultiplex with other modes. This mode 
measures ocean eurface temwraturos. 

All the MRSE equipment 18 located on the Spacelab pallet, e. g. , the 
antenna wi;h support tower, the high pow6r amplifier, the experiment dedicated 
processor, the frequency generation system, etc. ( Flg. 1-8). The antenna is  
designed as  a parabolic offset system wlth horn feed. The main reflector dlmen- 
sions are 2 meters ln azimuth and 1 meter in elevation. The antenna gain is 
approxlnlately 10 declbels with a sidelobe level of lees than -24 declbels. The 
support tower houses the antenna feed, the low noise amplifier, the radio fre- 
quency switches, and the duplexer. The two-axis antenna pedestal allows 
depression angles from 25 to 55 degrees and azimuth angles from -35 to 40 
degrees relative to the pallet c-ordinate system, Th3 maximum angular velocity 
will be 5 degrees per second,'and the polntlng accuracy is *O. 1 degree. 

Durlng the nllsslon all scientlflc data will be digltlzed onboard, formatted, 
and combined wlth auxiliary data. In all n~odes the data streanla are delivered 
to the High Rate Multlplexer of Spacelab for transmission to ground, where all 
data are stored. 

The development of all-weather (microwave) remote sensing techniques 
will be an important element of the future European Remote Senaing Space 
Progrttm. A s  a platform to conduct remote sensing experiments from space 
and to perfect instrument performance prior to lntegratlon into automatic 
satellite payloads, Spacelab Ls expected to play an important role in the 
development of a European microwave remote senslng capability. 
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Figure 1-8. Conceptional view of the antenna system. 
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SPACE EXPERIMENTS WITH PARTICLE ACCELERATORS 
(1NS002) 

Tatsuzo Obayashi 
University of Tokyo, Japan 

The exploratory experimental programs of the past two decades have 
resulted in  the accumulation of a vast amount of descdptive information con- 
cerning the near-Earth space environment. Neverh less ,  the complexity of 
the geophysical and space-plasma phenomena encocntered has in most caees 
limited man's ability to understand the fundamental controlling physical pro- 
cesses at  work in the Earth's ionosphere and magnetosphere. It has been 
recognized for some time that controlled experiments, such a s  those performed 
in  Earth-bound laboratories, will also be required fc r  definitive results in the 
physics of space plasmas. 

The purpose of Space Experiments with Particle Accelerators (SEYAC) 
is to carry out active and interactive experiments on and in the Earth's icno- 
sphere and magnetosphere. It is also intendrd to make an initial performance 
test for an overall program of Space lab /S~~AC experiments. The instruments 
(Fig. 11-1) to be used are an electron beam accelerator, magnetoplasma 
dynamic (MPD) arcjet, and associated diagnostic equipment. The accelerator6 
a re  installed on the pallet, with monitoring and diagnostic observations being 
made by the gas plume release, beam-monitor TV, and particle-wave measuring 
instruments also mounted on the pallet. Command and display systems are 
installed in the module. 

Three major classes of investigations are  to be performed by SEPAC. 
They are vehicle charge nsutralization, beam plasma physics, and beam- 
atmosphere interactions. The £irst two are mainly onboard plasma physics 
experiments to measure the effect of phenomena in the vicinity of Spacelab. 
The last one is concerned with atmospheric modification and is supported by 
other Spacelab 1 investigations as well a s  by ground-based, remote sensing 
observations (Figs. 11-2 and 11-3). 

The purpose of the vehicle charge neutralization investigation is to 
evaluate quantitatively the feasibility of launching electron beams from Spacelab. 
If the ability of the ambient plasma to return electrons to the Spacelab does not 
equal the current emitted by the accelerator, then Spacelab will acquire an 
electrostatic potential. If this potential exceeds the beam energy, electrons 
will not be able to leave Spacelab and the accelerator will be shut off 
automatically. 



A systematic examination of various plasma coupling processes will be 
pedom~ed with the beam plwma physics investigb*ione. The injection of an 
electron beam into a plasuia often results in interactions which modify the 
stmcture of the beem w d  its velocity di~tribution while gemrating a wide 
variety of plasm3 wave rLenomena. The inetabilities responsible for these 
eifects are of technological interest because they may place limits on the 
accessible range c~i parameters ior electron beams used in magnetosphere 
probing expe?iments. They are of scientific interest because they are mani- 
festation? of basic physical processes that occur in beam plasma interactions. 

The purpose of the beam-atmosphere interaction investigation is to study 
mechanisms for the formation of auroras and the excitation of airglow. The 
physical and chemical processes involved in h e  formation of natural auroras 
are complex. The dynamic nature of the aurora and associated rapid changes in 
the input particle distributions have severely limited the ability to understand 
the aurora through passive experiments alone. An a m r a l  input-output experi- 
ment wherein a stable beam of electrons with a narrow spread in energy and 
pitch angle is fired into the atmosphere is planned by SEPAC and should advance 
the understanding of auroral phenomena significantly. Artificial auroras pro- 
duced by fidnq the electron beam accelerator upward into the magnetosphere 
will be used to search for electric fields parallel to the magnetic field in the 
auroral zone. In addition, atmospheric airglow excited by firing the MPD 
arcjet into the environmental plasma can be used to investigate the plasma 
beam spreading and motions across geomagnetic fleld lines. 

The SEPAC instrumentation is divided into three subsystems: the 
accelerators; the monitor and diagnostic equipment; and the control, display, 
and data management subsystem. 

The electron beam accelerator, MPD arcjet, and neutral gas ejector 
are contained in the accelerator subsystem. The electron beam accelerator is 
capable of operating at voltages from 1 to 7.5 d o - i l t s  at a maximum of 1.5 
amps and with a variable pulse width of fnlm 10 milliseconds to 1 second. The 
MPD arcjet uses argon gas and has an energy input of 2 kilojoules per pulse. 
The Ward acyelerator compomnt is a neutral gas plume generator which uses 
nitrogen as  the gas. 

Monitor and diagnostic equipment to 'be used are a beam monitor tele- 
vision, a photometer, an energetic particle analyzer, plasma probes, wave and 
field detectors, an accelerator-functions monitor, a beam current monitor, and 
vehicle charging and return current monitors. 



The SEPAC is to be operated by flring the accelerator o r  accelerators 
appropriate to the inveetlgation beiqg performed at a predetermined position in 
orbit and in a g i m  direction with respect to the Shuttle and the geomagnetic 
field lines. Data are taken with the diagnostic instruments. 

Some initial controlled experiment8 have been conducted in the magnoto- 
sphere using ground-bssed transmittere and rocket-borne particle accelerators. 
While the initial results have been extremely significant and encouraging, i t  is 
evident that these experiments must be done from a number of selected locations 
and under varying geophysical. conditions. The ~rbi t ing Spacelab should allow 
the accomplishment of the mceasary controlled exprimente using techniques 
that hays been developed in the mcket-boms experimental programa. The 
instrumentation described here comprises a portion of =. total particle and 
plasma accelerator system that has been designed to meet the long-term weds 
of the Spacelab experimental program. 

Figure fl-1. Laywt of SEPAC equipmeat. 
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Figure II-2. SEPAC experiments in the vicinity of Spacelab: vehicle 
charge neutralization and beam plasma physics. 
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Figure II-3. SEPAC experiments on beam atmosphere interactions: 
artificial aurora/airglow excitations by EBA and MPD-A J. 



PHENOMENA INDUCED BY CHARGED PARTICLE REAMS 
(1E~020) 

C. Beghin 
CRPE/CNET/CNRS, France 

'l'his expedment is a forerunner for large and powerful particle injection 
experiments inten.ded for future Spacelab flights. Among other applications in 
geoplasma physice, the injection of energetic particles along the Earth's magnetic 
field Unes has been propoeed as a remote sensing ~nsthod to m e a u r e  electric 
fields pardle l  to the magnetic field with good time resolution over the entire 
magnetic field. The measurement of the travel time back and forth to the point 
where the parallel velocity (for positive or  negative particles) ie reversed, 
cambined with the known initial energies and pitch angles, leads to the knowledge 
of the parallel electric fleld po~itioii  i;i; a particular magnetic fleld line. There 
are many other possible i ntereeting scient!.fic appUcatione of beam injection, 
such as artificial auroras and atmospheric studies. None of these ambitious 
ob; .ctives can be achieved fully at the present time althdut preliminary studies 
of special phenonrena slich as  neutralization processes, rehrn-current effects, 
dynamics of the beams, triggsred instabilities, and waves. 

Once these spe3ia.I phenomena have been Investigated, #a hndamental 
question about proper experimental conditions, sucb as energy, intensity and 
divergence of the beams, pitch-angle injectlon, ion species, proper probes and 
detectors and their location, and rendezvous conditions, will be resolved. The 
d m  of this experiment is to prolldo a better tuderstanding of these special 
physical processet: and to provide some answers to questions concerning beam 
injection techniques, 

NeutrUzatior.\ processes comprise the phenomena which naturally arise 
when high-intensity electron o r  ion beams are injected into the ionosphere. It. is 
evident that one must kmw with a good accuracy the effectim energy and pitch 
angle of the injected particles to study the interaction of the beam with tho 
medium and to use the beam for geophysical measurements. Tbis requires that 
the potential of the vehicle be known and that the question of neutralization by 
r e t u n  current be well understood. Thus, the task of studying the physical 
processes involved in the neutraltzation of the vehicle is of prime importance, 
both for its own interest d to obtain sufficient information to make proper use 
of the beam. 

Wave emiesions have often been cbser-qed ir aseociation with active 
p-cle injection experiments. Not o d y  tue  tbe processes responsible for the 



production of the waves interesting, but they also represent a clile to the undei - 
atuding of partiole dynamics. Laboratory experiments have shown the aldstenca 
of lccally driven current imtabilities (macroscopic drift instability) trigger 2d by 
electrons and ion beams. The location of the plasma probe (and antennas) on 
Spacelab near the guns will allow a study of these iui ,&ilities. 

Besides the beam-plasn,. interactions common to both electron and ion 
beams which ggvern their evob.itton during travel through the ionosphere and 
magnetosphere, the ion beams interact hea*lly with the ambient atmosphere 
along a sigd ficant part of thpir paths m e 1  y via charge exchange reactions. 
This effect can be used to detect the reflected ion beam and measure the 
parallel electric field. Om must note that little is experimentally known about 
charge exchange reactions of natural ions impinging ar the atmosphere m d  t?iat 
laboratory result8 are not abundant and often do not correspond to real iono - 
spheric coriditions. Thue, it is of interest to investigate the I.nteraction st 
injected i o ~ w  with the neutral atmosphe) 3. 

Optical measurements of the radiation emitted by n e u t h  particles 
immediately after a charge exchange collisiorl will be used. These measure- 
ments not only enable a determination sf the charge exchange collision rate but 
will also indicate the lateral dimensions of the beam and, therefore, the con&- 
tions of i ts  evolution during its path through the ionosphere, 

The instrumentation (Fig. 11-4) of this investigation consists of an 
electron gun, an ion gun, a plasma potential fluctuation probe, a suprathennal 
electron spectrometer, a return-current monitor, a d  an electron filter 
analyzer, all comprising the zctive package. i! passive package contains a 
high-frequency antenna srnd plasma density fluctuation probe (both using the 
same ?robe), a low-frequency antenna and electron temperat~lre probe (cdmbined 
in the same probe), and an ac magnetic antenna. While the active package is 
mo~~nted on the pdlet,  the passive package, when operating, will be mcunteci in 
the airlock. 

The electron gun proauces pulses of current up to 0.1 amp with electron 
energies up to 10 kiloelectron volts. The ion gun providcs 10 mi l l imps  of 
hydroger ions up to 10 Mlovolts. The antennas located in the airlock m d  
separated from the gun will dekct  ac magnetic fields from 200 b,ertz and elet - 
trics fields up to 100 megaherti. The local ;>lmma denaity and weak fluctuatiom 
as~ociated with current-driven instabilities and wake will bc measured by raclo- 
frequency plasma probes. The particle detectors will monitor effects assocc ed 
with the return current, and high time resoluUon could be used to correlate the 
particle flux with wave fields. These instruments will d s o   non nit or the environ- 
ment of Spacelab. A micro~rocessor  will be used to control the experiment aid 
to correlate the gun p u l ~ e s  with the wave measurement sequences. 



Active exprimerits using injection of electrons have been performed by 
the experiment investigators on rocket flights. A wealth of data has been 
obtained. Some results have not yet received an unambiguous expl8118Yon~ 
Beam injection experiments from Spacelab with i ts  advantages of long time in 
orbit and the variety of anibient plasma conditions offer a promising opportunity 
to add significantly to our knowledge of the Earth's magnetosphere. 

Figure X I 4 .  Charged particle beam experiment schematic. 



ATMOSPHERYC EMISSION PHOTOMETRIC IhXAGING 
(1NS003) 

S. B. Mende 
Lockheed Prrlo Alto Research Laboratories, USA 

The atmospheric emission photometric imaging experiment has five 
broad objectives: ( 1) the investigation of ionospheric transport processes by 
observing ~ g '  iors,  (2) sgpport of magnetospheric electron bouwe experiments, 
(3) measurement of electron cross sections for selected atmospheric species, 
(4) the detection of small particle contamination, and ( 5) pilot studies of 
natural auroras. 

I o ~ s p h e r i c  transport processes iavolve global patterns of electric fields 
and neutral winds. Knowlsdge of ion motron is important to understand the 
cause-effect relationships on upper atmospheric dynm1cs. Recent observations 
show that there is an observable qumtity of Mg' ions in the F region. The direct 
imaging of the resonance radiation of the M e  ions would enable us to study these 
effects using the natural ~ g +  as the ionospheric "tracer" in the manner that Ba 
is used as an artificially injected tracer. Natural phenomena of interest whicli 
could be investigated by this technique a r e  the meclianism of equatorial spread 
F formation, intertropical red arc ionization transport mechanisms, wind s h e s  
( s p r a d i c  E) , elect~Sc field, and neutral wind drift motion. 

F o r  these observations, the ~ g +  resonance line will be imaged at 279.5 
and 280.2 nanometers. Special visibie biocking filters will be used to reduce any 
possible leakage through the filters at the visible wavelengths. Because of the 
ozone absorption, the Earth background should be dark at these wavelengths. 
However, narrowband filtering is still essential to minimize it. The simplest 
observation geometry is produced by viewing toward the ultraviolet terminator 
while the Orbiter is in darkness. 

Particle and plasma accelerators on Spacelab 1 will fire particle h a m s  
into the magnetosphere to study interactions leading to artificial auroral excita- 
tion and wave generation aud to determine particle trajectories for field tracing 
and measurement of magnetospheric electric fields. Central to the success of 
such a program is the ability to detect the low-light-level spots that will identify 
spatial and temporal beam interactions with the ionosphere. Support of these 
controlled active magnetospheric experiments is a prime objective d the 
proposed low-light-level television (LLLTV) system. 



In conjunction with the electron beam eqer iment  (SEPAC) , an electron 
beam is shot downward o r  upward from the Spacelab. The electrons precipitate, 
e i t h e ~  directly o r  after having been mirrored a t  the opposite hemisphere, 
cawing artificial auroral emissions which will be detected by the ELLTV 
system looking down toward the Earth. 

The objective of the "induced equatorial aurora" experiment is a mea- 
surement of several electron impact cross sections of atmospheric constituents. 
The experiment involves the ejection of an electron pulse on a magnetic equatorial 
crossing by the Orbiter and viewing the emission returni,~g from the beam path 
with passive instruments from the Spacelab. The measurement results will 
include the effective excitation cross section for  producing O+(~P)  and other 
atomic metastahies from their atmospheric ground states. Pulsed afterglows 
will also peanit  a measure of the collisional deactivation rate for sGme of the 
highly quenched metastable states. For  o+(~P), simultaneous sensing of 
emi~s ions  having different emission probabilities (i.e., 731.9 ard 247.0 
nanometers) will provide a direct measure of iota1 collisional deactivation at 
the altitude of observation. 

One of the major concerns in  the use of the Space Transportation System 
(STS) for astronomical observation is the possible presence of small particles 
in  the vicinity of the spacecraft. The LLLTV will monitor the environment of 
the STS by directly observing the scattered light due to small particles. 

Because of the offset of the geographic and geomagnetic poles, the 
57 degree inclination orbit will provide auroral zone coverage. The nightside 
auroral zone extends down to an invariant latitude of 65 degrees, which is well 
within the Spacelab orbit of 57 degrees geographic latitude at two specific 
locations. Depending on the launch schedule, one o r  both of these locations 
will be in the nightside of the orbit. However, because of the relatively low 
frequency of the auroral overpasses, natural aurora investigations will be pilot 
observation programs in preparation for later STS missions witn higher inclina- 
tion orbits. Nevertheless, valuable information can be obtained on Spacelab 1. 
Investigations of natural auroral phenomena which will be performed are: 
(1) monitor : ~ g  the extent and structure of the plasma sheet, (2)  comparison of 
ultraviolet auroral features with visible forms, (3) coordinated particle and 
optical auroral observations, and (4) small-scale auroral morphological 
studies. 

The equi?ment required for making the low light flux observations (Fig. 
II-5) at selected wavelengths comists of a dual-channel video system mounted 
on a stabilized two-axis gimbal system (mounted on the pallet) with associated 



optics ancl data handling electronics. Similar optical syetems consisting of 
sunshields, collecting optics, and Wter wheels for both narrowband and broad- 
band filters will be used with the two detection eysteme, ; . detector will 
consist of the LLLTV SEC vidicon with a microchannel plate-type intensifier 
for high-sensitivity, high-resolution operation. The field-of-view for this 
detector will be selectable to 6 o r  20 degrees. The other detection channel will 
utilize a low-resolution (10 r. 10 element) microchannel plate photon counting 
array with discret.; anodes operating in  a photon counting mode with a digital 
data handling and recording system. It8 field-of-view will be fixed at 6 degrees, 

The housekeeping information will be added to the TV data which will be 
processed by a video Ueld memory for onboard i*lspection by means of a TV 
monitor. The data from the 100-element photon counting array will be multi- 
plexed for transndssion and displayed inside the Spacelab 1 module, The experi- 
ment controller controls all experiment hardware, enabling the payload specialist 
to aid in the control in an operator-interactive manner. 

The LLLTV instrument is not limited to the investigations proposed 
herein. It is an instrument that is modular and evolutionary in nature. It  will 
accommodate future programs in atmospheric, magnetospheric, and some 
astrophysical related sciences with minor system changes (filters, etc.) and 
offers evolutionary flekibility and growth to a rapidly developing imago array 
technology. 



COUNTING 

Figure 11-5. Atnwspherlc enlission photometric imager. 



LOW-ENERGY ELECTRON FLUX AND ITS REACTION TO ACTIVE 
EXPERIMENTATION ON SPACELAR 

( IESOISA) 

K. Wilhelm 
Max-Planck-Institut f<r Aeronomic, GermaDy 

Sounding rockets and automated spacecraft have proven that the cause of 
the discrete aurora is the precipitation of low-energy particles, primarily 
electrons, into the atmosphere. Contrary to first expectations, the particles 
do not travel directly from the SUE into the atmosphere but are subject t? 
complicated processes taking place in the magnetized plasma surrounding the 
Earth. Early hypotheses assumed that the magnetic field lines were equipoten- 
tials and that particles thus should not be inhenced by electrostatic fields 
directed along the magnetic field. In recent years, however, many observations 
and theoretical arguments have indicated that this concept probably is not correct 
under all circumstances. 

This experiment is intended as a forerunner of a method that will utilize 
artificially accelerated electrons as tracer particles for electric fields parallel 
to the magnetic field (E  I I B) . This will be done by detecting fast echoes pro- 
duced by electrons that have been injected by electron accelezators onboard 
Spacelab upwards along the field line and are subsequently reflected within a 
parallel electric field region. Only those beams with insufacient parallel energy 
to surmount the potential barrier will be reflected downwards, producing an 
echo. Measurements of the energy and the pitch angle dependerce of the transit 
time of the echoes will provide information on the location of the potential 
barrier and the field strength. 

The full achievement of the scientific objectives of the 3 1 1 B experiment 
cannot be obtained on the first Spacelab flight because of the restrictions to be 
observed during the mission. Nevertheless, valuable preparatory investigations 
can be performed. These studies will concentrate on effects that are of 
importance either as means of detecting the echo k- ,m or as causes of beam 
perturbations (e. g., spacecraft charging effects and electron background). 
The experiment will use electron accelerators as a tool b probe magneto- 
spheric processes rather than to modify them. 

The instrument will be capable of observing the natural electron flux in 
the energy range from 0.1 to 12.0 kiloelectron volts. These electrons are not 
only the main contributors to the excitation processes that lead to auroral light 



emissions but are also carriers of electric currents and of kinetic energy tnat 
is deposited in  the atmosphere. The experiment can also be utilized for obser- 
vations relating toeffects of the electron accelerator operation. High injected 
currents will lead to substantial spacecraft charging effects which can be 
investigated by observing the iduence  on natural electron fluxes. Differential 
spacecraft charging with and without accelerator operation can be investigated 
by observing the effects of the local electrostatic fields on the natural electron 
flux. 

The detection of artificially injected electrons reflected at the potenti~i 
barriers is possible only with instruments that can observe extremely 
anisotropic fluxes with high time resolution. Therefore, it  is necessary to use 
a special detector capable of observing electron fluxes in a large field-of-view 
with directional resolution. This detector, when looking with i ts  axis parallel 
to the magnetic field, is designed to detect particles in a 360 degree azimuthal 
range and wil l ,  in addition, provide a sweep of the viewing cone in  an 80 degree 
pitch angle range. Thus, the instrument covers a field-of-view of almost 2 n  
solid angle. It utilizes the direct detection method for low-energy electrons by 
means of continuous channel electron multipliers. It  has to be pallet-mounted 
with littla obstructing material within its viewing angle of half a sphere. Pitch 
angle and energy selection will be done by electrostatic deflection devices. 
A sketch of the cylindrically symmetrical instrument is shown in Figure 11-6. 
The instrument and experiment parameters (e.g., energy and pitch angle 
sweeps) are commanded and controlled by a microprocessor. Data from the 
experiment and housekeeping data are transmitted to ground or  recorded on the 
Spacelab data recorder. 

For observing natural electron fluxes, the instrument has to be switched 
on at high-latitude portions of the Shuttle orbits. Internal energy and angle scans 
are the main features during this kind of operation. Typical cycle times at 
suitable geomagnetic location will be 10 minutos, during which detailed measure- 
ment of electron energy and pitch angle distribution functions will be performed. 
The need to work in conjunction with other instruments (e.g., electron accelera- 
tors, auroral televidon and magnetometer systems) is :mother aspect of the 
operation of this experiment requiring crew and computer assistance. This 
cooperation i~ essential for achieving the scientific objectives because the 
complexity of geophysical events can be studied only by an integrated approach. 



Figure II-6. Low-energy electron spectrometer with approximately 2-rr 
field-of-view. The schematic shows (from top to bottom) the 
angular deflection device as a toroidal electrostatic system, 
the collimator, the henlisphericd electrostatic energy filter, 

and the continuous channel electron multipliers. 



DC-MAGNETIC FIELD VECTOR MEASUREMENT 
(1ESO 19B) 

R. Schmidt 
Space Research Institute of the Austrian Academy of Sciences, Austria 

The Earth's magnetic field can be dep! cted a s  s dipole field. Therefore, 
the flight direction of precipitating electrically charged particles will be 
dominated by the magnetic field vector. The motion of the particles, (e.g., 
electrons o r  protons) has three comronenta: (1) a gyration around the field 
line, (2) an o~cil lat ion between mirror  points, and (3) a dr!ft around the Earth. 

A problem which has not been clarified is the correlation between electric 
and magnetic fields in the magnetosphere. To contribute to the understanding of 
this problem, some experiments onboard Spacelab will make measurements on 
low-energy particles. This will be done in collabor~,tion with Aher active and 
passive experiments on Spacelab. Under certain circumstances the electrons 
ejected by electron ws (accelerators) will be reflected by a potential barr ier ,  
and some of them will be subsequently detected by an electron spectrometer. 
If one measures the distance to the reflection point, then the electric field 
strength can be calculated i f  other parameters are known. An important parame- 
ter for calculation of the distance to the reflection point is the strength and 
direction of the local magnetic field. The basic requirement is to injeci the 
electrons into the magnetic field with a well-known pitch angle and energy. 
This magnet% field will be composed of the Earth's field and an unknown space- 
craft3 field. Therefore, the objective of the magnetometer experiment is to 
determine the locd tl ~agnetic field by measuring the total of these two contribu- 
tors. The measured field vector components are available to all onboard 
experiments via the Spacelab command and data management system. 

The experiment consists of two parts, an electronic box and the magnetic 
field sensor. The sensor will include three independent measuring flux-gate 
magnetometers, each meamring one component. The physical background is 
the nonlinearity of the 8-13 curve of a ferrite mzterial. Two coils wound around 
a ferrite rod are  necessary. One of them, a tank coil, pumps the f e r r i k  rod at 
avprodmately 20 kilohertz. As a consequence of the nonlinearity, many 
harmonics will be produced. The second coil (i.e., the detection coil) resonates 
to the first  harmonic. If an unknown cl,c o r  low-frequency magnetic field exists, 
the amplitude of the first harmonic is a measure for the unknowil magnetic fie!!. 
The voitages detected by the sensors wi l l  be digitized and transferred to the 
command and data management system. The calculated B-field data are 
available for  all other experiments. 



It is planned to have the experiment functioning during the entire mission 
to ackieve a very long duration of measu13ng so thtit the field crtrength can be 
mapped over large geograpfiic d temporal areaP., 



ISOTOPIC STACK - hi3ASUREMENT OF HEAVY COSMIC RAY ISOTOPES 
(IES024) 

R. Beaujcan 
Institut fiir Reine und XngewanGb Kernphysik der  

Unive-rsitat Kiel, Germany 

The isotopic stack I s  designed to measure heavy cosmic ray nuclei with 
nuclear charge, Z, equal to o r  greater than 3. The stack consists of passive visual 
track detectors which remain sensitive throughout the entire mission. The 
scientific data are  stored in latent tracks which are  produced by heavy ions and 
which can be revealed i n  the investigator's laboratory after recovery. During 
the mission, only housekeeping data have to be collected. 

The exposure onboard Spacelab i allows the study of two cosmic ray 
compments: 

1) The chemical composition and energy spectrum will be measuzed for 
particles which have energies ir, the range 20 to 100 million electron volts per 
atomic mass unit. These particles originate most likely from .*the solar wind. 
Such  lo^-*nergy particles can be detected only outside t ) i ~  atmosphere and behi2d 
a minimum amount of shielding ma.tter. jir, additior,, a time resolving system 
enables one to determine after recovery the -rival time of the particles. 
Arrival times can be carrelated with the orbital position of the Orbiter and, 
thus to a position in  the geomqgnetic Beld. The Earth's magnetic field rejects 
all pbiticles with ri_$dities pc/Zc (p = momentum; c = velocity of light; Ze = 
charge) less  than a threshold value (geomagnetic cutoff) which varies along the 
orbit and can be calculated. Using the energy measurement ob+&md from the 
range of the track in  the plastic detectors, the maximum possible charge of the 
particie for a giy?en rigidity can be deduced. Thus, the existence of parttally 
stripped particles can be verified - a point of great interest for t!ieories 
explaining how particles propagate within the solar system. 

2) The isotopic composition of heavy gdactic cosmic rays with energies 
in  the range 100 to 1000 million electron volts per atomic mass unit wffl be 
measured. These particles give illformation on the s ~ ~ r c e ,  acceleration, and 
propagation of the cosmic rays. The exposure on the pallet of Space lh  1 takes 
place under minimd shielding. l 'herefore, almost no aisturbing background of 
fragmentation products f s involved. Also, mot?+ of the particle6 can be 
correlated to the orbit p -'tion of the Orbiter by ,%e previously mentioaed time 
resolving system. Ti u, :eomagmtically forbidden1' cosmic ray particles can 
be observed by taking aii-i~utage of the decreasing geamagnetic cutoff with 
increasing latitude. 



The experiment hardware is located on tle pallet where it is mounted on 
a cold plate (Fig. It-7). The experiment weight is 20 kilograms; the phy~tcal 
dimensions are 50 centimeters diameter and 7 centimeters height. The field-of- 
view of the stack is 2a ateradian solid angle. 

The main stack for the measurement of the highenergy galactic cosmic 
rays consists of rrppmximately 8 grams per square centimeter of types of 
pltwtic visual track dehctor  beets that have well-established response 
(cell'ulose nitrate m d  Lexm polycarbonate) . It is housed in an Plumi~~um 
container which provides structural support and thermal contact to the cold 
plate. 

Approximately 20 detector sheets will be exposed on top of the mall1 
stack outside the contalmr unclcr nlinirnal shielding to measure lox-energy 
particles.. Some layers of this top stack will be rotated to achieve a time 
resolution by measuring the arg;ultu' diaplrtcenlent of 'he track segments with 
respect to the s t t ~ l e n t s  in tile fixed part. This allows the correlation of arrival 
time of the ptwticles with the orbital position of the Orbiter (i.e., a correlation 
between the particle and the geom.agnetic cutoff). 

021 top, the total stack is sealed by a tnin-coated polyester foil which 
provides a residual pressure for the detector foils and avoids en\Ironrnental 
contm11nation due to outgassing. The position of the moving part is nionitored 
by nlenns of an mgmlsr encoder; the temperature on tile top and bottom of the 
stack is me,wurcd by tempcraturc sensors. The output data for poaition and 
temparature are periodic&: j' sampled after each step command. Each step 
command is generated by the cornnlaiid and data nlnnagement system and 
initiates s s m d l  rotetion step. Motor, emder,  gears, ad electronic parts 
nrr hclclsed tn a small box which i s  axed to the nmitl durninum container. 

Heavy ions stopping in o r  passing through the plmtic sheets or' the stack 
produce 1ate1;t tracka which can be revealed by chemic?l etching in the laboratory. 
Further r r.dysis can be done under optical and electron microscopes by nlsasur- 
ing ';lc shape and length of the etched cones (Fig. I=-8). These paran~eters  
strongly dew& on the snergy loss along ths trajectory oi the incoming particle. 
The nuclear charm and mass deternlination is based on the cone length versus 
residual range methcd, which is eguivale~t  to a multiple dE/dx-E method. 

PI ustic track detectors have registration thresholds wNch nlake the 
detector system iwensitivt, to electrons ,and protons; therefore, they do ~ o t  
produce m y  background. Plastic material with different registration 'aesholds 
i s  used to obtain an optimum mass resolution for the different nuclear charge 
regions. The applied technique is capable of detecting isotopes separated by 
approximately 0.5 atomic maas units. 
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MATERIALS SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 



MATERIALS SCIENCE 
( 1~S300) 

U. Huth, ESA Headquarters, France 

Y. Malmejac, CEA, France 

and 

L. Napolitano, University of Naples, Italy 

The materials science facility for the f i  1,s t Spacelab payload includes 
38 different experiments. Whereas most of these experimerits will be performed 
with the help of multiuser facilities (e. g., furnaces), there a r e  six experi- 
ments which require special equipment (autonomous experiments). All the hard- 
ware, with the exception of two elements ( covering three experiments), will be 
integrated in a Spacelab double rack called the "Materials Science Double Racktt 
( MSDR) . 

The payload experimental facilities a r e  intended to meet two main 
objectives: (1) to perform, during the first  Spacelab mission, a number of 
significant pilot e:cperimenls in the fields of cryatal growth, fluid physics and 
metallurgy, and, a t  the same time, to flight-verify the materials science hard- 
ware items developed (e.g., various furnaces, process chambers, etc.), and 
( 2 )  to make a significant contribution to the establishment of a materials science 
wiprnent  pool, which will be an important feature of the future program. 

The first  inaterials science payload will include the following categories 
of hardware: (1) multiuser facilities, (2)  common-support equipment, and 
(3) a number of autonomous experiments. 

Facilities 

Tl,e Isothermal Heating Facility (Fig. III-1) is  a multiuser facility for 
diTerent types of experiments, including solidification studies, diffusion 
fundamentals, caeting of metals and composites, and preparation of new ?rld/or 
improved glasses and ceramics. 



The material  to b e  investigated must  norrnally b e  placed in cartr idges.  
To allow simultaneous heating and cooling of two different samples,  a cooling 
and a heating chamber are provided. The  sanlples in the  car t r idges  which a r e  
attached to the sample  holder will remain stationary during the ent i re  perform- 
ance, whereas the heating and cooling par t s  of the furnace can b e  moved. 

The  heating facility can be equipped with an acoustic mixing device o r  an 
acoustkc positioning device. The  atmosphere in the furnace cm b e  helium o r  
vacuum and in the cooling chamber helium o r  a i r .  Technical data f o r  the 
Isothermal Heating Facility are given in Table III-1. 

TABLE m-I. TECHNICAL DATA FOR THE ISOTYERMAL 
HEATING FACILITY 

Operating Temperature:  200 to 1600°C 
Measurement Accul-acy: t5"C ( a t  2 5 0 ' ~ )  

*lO°C ( a t  1 5 0 0 " ~ )  
Accuracy of Adjustment: t5OC 
Isothermal Zone Dimensions: 100 mn1 in length, 40 min in diameter  
Temperature  Gradient in Isothermal Zone: 0.5OC/ cm 
Operating P r e s s u r e  ( ~ i n i n ~ u m )  : lo-' N/ m2 
Operating P r e s s u r e  ( ~ a x i m : i m )  : 1.2 x l o 5  N/ m2 
Operating Atmosphere: Vacuum o r  helium 
Heating ra te  for  a standard nickel sanlple in the 20 lo  1250°C 

range: 60°C/ min 
Maximum Sanlple Dimensions: 40 nlnl d iameter  x 100 111111 

The Gradient Heating Facility I for Low Temperatures  i s  defined to b e  
a multipurpose facility for  different types ot experiments (e.g., crystal  growth, 
unidirectional solidification of eutectics, etc. ) . 

The furnace ( Fig. 111-2) allows for parallel injection oi hree car t r idges  
which can be heated with three  heating e l e l n e n ~ s  which a r e  independently con- 
trollable, s o  that a variety of temperature profi les ( a l s o  isothermal) can be 
achievtd. Thermal insulation is provided by axial heat shields, a low con- 
ductivity radiation shield, n~ult i toil  insulation, and an outer  protective shield,, 



Vacuum and noble gas aupply provlelons are part of the facility. Quench- 
ing can be obtained by purging the furnace with helium. Table ID-2 gives tech- 
nical data for thla facility. 

TABLE III-2, TECHNICAL DATA FOR THE GRADIENT HEATING 
FACILITY I FOR LOW TEMPERATURES 

Volume: for 3 cartridges of 275 mm length, 25 nlm diameter 
Maximum Temperature: 1200°C on the cartridge 
Gradient: up to 100"~/ cm 
Maxin~um Heating Rats: 1.5 h to reach 1200°C 
Cooling Rate: from 1200°C to 50°C achievable in 4 h (fastest rate) 

o r  up to 20 h (slowest rate) 
a 

The Mirror Heating Facility is an experimental facility which i s  partic- 
ularly suitable for investigating crystal growth using the melt zone o r  traveling 
solvent methods. 

This facility consists of an optically heated zone furnace and ancillary 
devices (e. g., a pulling and turning device). The key elements of the zone 
fi~rnace a r e  two ellipsoidal mirrors  with coincident optical axes and a conlnlon 
focus ( ~ i g .  Ill-3),  Halogen lamps acting a s  heat sources a r e  located in the 
other two foci. The actual space for sanlples (the nlelt zone) is located a t  the 
common focus. Sa~~lp les  can be inserted here by means of two holders perpen- 
dicular to the optical axis. Two viewing ports a r e  p,ovided for optical monitor- 
ing and pyromet .r temperature measurement o r  control. Table III-3 lists the 
technical data for the Mirror Heating Facility, 

The Fluid Physics Module, which i s  being developed for the first Spacelab 
payload, serves a variety of scientific objectives in the field of fluid phenomena, 
fluid physics il- its widest sense. 

The Fluid Physics Module (Fig. 111-4) consists rnainly of a structure 
fitted with two discs which can be rotated separately, at the same o r  different 
speeds, and in either direction. A "floating zon@ will be set up eithbr on one 
of the discs o r  between the two. 



TABLE III-3. TECHNICAL DATA FOR THE MIRROR 
HEATING FACILITY 

Maximum Sample Diameter: 20 mm 
Zone Length: 10 to 20 mm 
Maximum Growth Length: 110 mm 
Maximum Feed Length: 150 mm 
Minimum Turn Velocity: 0. l / m i n  
Maximum Turn Velocity: lo /  min 
Minimum Feed Veloclty: mm/ min 
Maximum Feed Velocity: 10 mm/min 
Maximum Variation for Turn and Feed for One Run: 1:20 
Operating Temperature Range: 200 to 2l0O0C depending on sample 

diameter and material 
Temperature Setting Accuracy: *5" C 
Temperature Constancy: *0.5" C 
Atmosphere : Vacuum o r  Helium 

Operating pressure (minimum) : N/ mZ 
Operating pressure (maximum) : 1.2 x 10' N/ m2 

Eeit-Up/ Cool-Down Rates: Selectable, very fast ra tes  possible 

One of the discs can be moved axially (liquid injection side). The 
amount of liquid injected and the dimensional features of the floating zolle a r e  
controlled by the combined movement of this disc and the tank which i s  fitted 
on a second slide independent from the first. 

The opposite disc can move laterally and vibrate axially a t  diffdrent 
vibration frequencies and amplitudes. Temperature gradients and diff: ronces 
in electric potential can be se t  up between the two dlscs, The liquid tapped 
from the tank operates in an air-tight test  chamber. 

TWO of the wauxlliary systemsu which a r e  an integral part  of the Fluid 
Physics Module are as follows: 

1)  Vieualization System - Detects the shape and s ize of the floating zone 
as well as local apeed of tho operative fluid. For detecting the fluid motion 
range, a duplicate filming system has been adopted (1. e., one zt  right angles 
to the lighted meridian plan for recording the ahape and speed in the meridian 



plane and one along the axis of rotatlon for recording speed In a plane a t  right 
angles to the axis). 

2) Air-Circulation and Liquid-Rucovery System - Cleans out the test 
chamber if the floatlng zone ie broken and also controls temperature and molature 
tnslde the chamber. 

The form and diameter cf the end plates may be modifled according to the 
experiment objectlveo. Even speclal containers can be mounted, rotated, etc. , 
with the help of the end plates. Different fluids with o r  without t racers  can be 
used. Data describing this facility are given in Table III-4. 

TABLE Ill-4. TECHNICAL DATA FOR THE F L m  PHYSICS MODULE 

7 

Test Volume ( zone) : 130 mm maximum height, 100 mm maxi- 
nlu1~1 diameter 

End Plate Diameters: 40 and 60 mlii zit injecthn side; 
40, 60, and 100 mm at  opposite end 

Rotation Speed of End Plates: 5 to 100 rpm *I% o r  *0.1 rpm 
( separate operation possible) 

Rotation Axis: Parallel within 0.01 dogree 
Liquid Injection Speed: 0.5 to 6 cmS/ sec 
Tank Capacity: 1. :! l i ters  
Oscillations: 0.1 to 2 Hz, 0.05 to 0.5 mm amplitude 
Lateral Offsst: Preset steps of 0.1 mm to a total of 2 mm 
Heat-up C~pabilitles: Up to 60°C (both end plates) 
Electrical Potential: *I00 Vdc at one end plate 
Photographic Recording: Dual system w!th 16 mm cine-camera 

plus 16 mm cine-camera o r  35 mm still 
camera 

Rssolutlon: 0.03 mm for cine-camera; 
0.012 mm for still cbmera 

Visual izatlon of Inner Flow: Solid t racers  envisaged 

The wcommon-stipport equipment" compriees a central control console, 
vacuum control, noble and inert gas eupply, Itquid coolant, special power 
supplies, acceleration and pressure measurement, workbench, and sample 
storage. 



The autonomous material8 ecience expertmeate are individual, black- 
box type experiment8 which, in general, require only the provision of power, 
data, and heat rejectlop. They do not need other facllitles o r  common-support 
equipment and will normally be developed by the experimentere themselvee. 

Experiments 

Space material science8 (dao  called spsce ymceesing) cover a variety 
of field8 which have ae a common bond the fact that the physical mechaniems 
involved are  adversely affected on Earth by the presence of gravity. The 
sciencae include crystal growth, metallurgy, fluid physics, glaee and ceramics 
technology, aud electrophoretic eeparation.  able III-5 lists all the material 
science experiments on the flrst Spacelab miesion.) Absence of gravity is the 
main advantage thpt space systems offer for theee disciplines. In addition, 
use can be made of the unlimited pumping capability offered by the apace 
environment. 

Crystal growth in space is characterized by the microgravity environment 
which means, in the ideal case, the absence of gravity-induced convection. It 
ie expected that semiconductor crystals can be grown with a degree of perfection 
and chemical homogeneity not otherwise obtainable. Model -ubstances such as  
InSb for fundamental studies and technicdly important crystals such as silicon 
have been chosen to clarify the nature and effect of convection currents. Use 
ia also made of the pssibility that the near gravity-free environment allows 
crucible-free zone melting of materials without decomposition and negligible 
vapor pressure. These experiments will, in general, study tile influence on 
crystal growth of factors such as the presence of a container, nucleation condi- 
tions, convection, and diffuoion. The purpose is to improve the desired prop- 
erties of the crystals. Improvement8 are obtained, for example, by inlproving 
the homogeneity acd lowering the defects in a crystal, by an improvemerlt in 
the homogeneity of dopant distribution, or by juet growing large aingla cryetals 
( e. g., crystals of proteine !!Is 2P hemoglobin and 8-galactosidasej . 

The large number of metcillul-gy experiments selected for the flrst Space- 
lab mielsion fall into several categories. One category concsrncl the aolidiflcation 
of immiscible alloys (1. e., systems containing a liquid-phase miscibility gap). 
The posstbility exists that materials that are immiecible on ET3rth can be 
processed in space to make products with unusual structure8 an-; properties. 
Typical immiscible alloy syeteme chosen for the first miaslon are AlIn, AlPb, 
and ZnPb. 



TABLE III-5. MATERIAL SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS OF THE 
FIRST SPACE LAB MISSION 

Experimenter 

r 

a p e r l m e n t  
Number Title 

Yeating h r n a c e  

Prof. H. Ahlborn, 
Vntversitat Hamburg, 
Germany 

Dr, D. Neuschiitz, 
F. Krupp GmbH, 
Germany 

Dr. Sprenger, 
Maschinenfabrik 
Augsburg-Niirnberg 
AG, Germany 

Dr. Wycisk, 
Bundeeanstalt fii8 
hlaterialpriifung, 
Germhny 

Prof. R. Stickler, 
Universlty of 'Jlenna, 
Austria 

Dr. Poeschel, 
Eattelle-Instttut e. V, , 
Germany 

Praf, H. G. Frischat, 
Technlsche 
Univerist%t, Germany 

J 

INS301 

1ES302 

1ES303 

1ES304 
1ES305 

1ES306 

lES307 

Experiments Ueing the Isothermal 

Solidiflcatlon of 
hnmiscible Alloys 

Solidification of 
Technical Alloys 

Skin Technology 

Vacuum Brazing 

Enlulsions and 
Dispersion Alloys 

Reaction Kinetics in 
Glass 



TABLE ID-5. ( continued) 

Experimenter 
Experiment 

Humber 

1ES308 

Tlt!e 

1ES309 

I 1ES311 I Bubblc Reinforced 

I 

Composites (~e- lass) 

1ES310 

Materials 

Dr. B. M. Roeenberg, 
University of Oxford, 
United Kingdom 

Metallic Emuleione 
AlPb 

Fibre and Particle 
Composites 

Nucleation BehP vimr  
of Ag-Ge 

P. D. Cston, 
Fulmer Research 

I 

Solidiflcation of near 
Monotectic ZnPb Alloys 

Institute LM., 
United Kingdom 

Dendrite Growth and 
Microsegregation 

Composites with Short 
Fibres and Particles 

P. G. C .  >pelIi, 
Centro Ricerche 
FIAT, Italy 

P. Gondi, 
Istituto dl Fisica 
dellf ~nivere i&,  Italy 

Dr. Y. Malmejac, 
CEA - DMECN, 
France 

Prof. H. Fischmeieter, 
Montan Univereity, 
Austria 

Dr. H. Fredrikeeon, 
The Royal Tnetitute of 
Technology, Sweden 

Prof. Druyttere,  
Uni irereit6 Catholique 
de huvain,  Belgium 



TABLE ID-5. ( continued) 

Experiment 
Numbc~. Experimenter r T  Title r p  

Lxperimente Uali~g the Low Temperature Gradient Furnace 

Unidirectional Solidi- 
flcatton of Al-'in, 
Al-A12C!u, Ag-Ge 
Eutectics 

Growth of Lead 
Telluride 

Unidirection Solidi- 
fication of Eutectics 
(mSb-~iSb)  

Dr. C. Petard/ 
Y. Malmejac, 
CEA - DMECN, 
F r a ~ ~ c e  

v'ime, Y?. Rodot, 
CNRS Laboratoire 
dl a6rothermique, 
Frarlce 

Prof. h. Welss, 
~ n i v e r s i t a t  Erlangsn, 
Germany 

Dr. Ye Malmejac 
CEA - DMECN, 
France 

I Experinlents Using the Mirror  Furnacs 1 
- - 

Zone Crystallization 
of Silicon 

Prof. R. Nitsche, 
Kristallographieches 
Lnetltut de r  ~ n i v e r s ~ t &  
Germany 

Traveling Solvent 1 D r .  H. J i ge r ,  
Growth of CdTe I Battelle Institut e. V., 1 
Travelling Heater 
Method of III -- V 
Compounds (1nSb) 

Dr. KO W. Benz/Prof. WP'.SS, 
l!ni\*ereit.& Stuttgart, 
Germany 

- I,., , - &,,, r 



TAB 1.E XlI-5, ( continued) 

lyinetics of Spread- 
ing of Liqufds on 
Solids 

Experimenter 

Dr. Kolker, 
Consortium fiir Elektro- 
chen~lsche Industrie 
GmbH, Germany 

Ir. T. Inryendijk, 
Laborabrium voor 
Metaalkunde, T.A 
Netherlands 

Experlment 

t Number 

1ES324 

1ES325 

Experiment3 Using the Fluid Phyeics Module 

Free  Convection in 
Low Gravity 

I I 

'Title 

Crystallization of 
Siiicsr- Spheres 

Unidirectional Solidi- 
fication of Cast Iron 

Capillary Su dates 
in Low Gravity 

Mne. H. Rodot, 
CNRS Laboratoire 
dl aGrothermique, 
France 

- .- 
1ZS326 

Coupled Motion of 
Liquid-hlid Systems 

I in Near Zero Gravity 

Cscillation Damping 
of a Liquid in 
Natural Levitation 

1 Floating Zone 
Stability i n  Zero 

1 Grav!ty 

Dr. M. Haj 
University of Bristol, 
United Kingdom 

Prof. L. G. Napolitano, 
~ n i v e r s i &  degii Studi, 
Italy 

Dr. J. F. Padday, 
Kodak J,ilni':eJ, 
United Kicgdom 

Dr. J. P. B. Vreeburg, 
Xational Aerospace 
Laboratory NL3, 
The Netherlands 

Prof. L Da Riva, 
Ciadad Uni - -sitaria, 
Spain 



TAB LE It!-5. ( Concluded) 

Number Experimenter 

Single Experiments Usirtp Special Equipment 

1 i crys ta l  Growth of 
( Prote ins  

I 

1ES332 Organic Crystai  Growth 
1ES33.3 

Growth of Manwnese 
Carbonate 

I Dr. W. Llttke, 

I Chen~isches  Labora- 
tortun1 del- Univers idt ,  

Experiments Using the Fluid Physics Module (Continued) 

Dr. K. F. Nielsen, 
Technical Unlveralty 
of Den~mark, Denmark 

I3rof. A. Authier, 
Unlversltd Pierre e t  
Marle Curle,. Fzance 

1 

1ES339 1nte:faclal Instability 
and Capdllary 
Hysteres is  

Dr. J. M. Haynes, 
University of Brletol, 
United Kingdon1 

1ES335 

I Oernlany 

Self- and Interdiffusion ! Dr. Krrstz, 

1ES338 

Technische ~ n i v e r s l t i i t ,  
Germany 

G l ~ w t h  of H gJz 
Single Crysta ls  

1ES340 Adhesion of Metals 

Dr. C. Beloue, e t  al., 
Laboratorles 

, dt Electronlque et de 

i 
I 

Physique 'hpp14qu6e, 
France  

Prof,  G. P~latti,  
C. L S, E., Italy 

I 
UHV Camber 



Another category of interest for space proceasing i s  ieotrop!~ composite 
materiale, which are prodwed by hornogenri~we dispersion of short flbers and/or 
pqrticlas iu a molten nratrix metal. It is expected that In space homcgeneous 
distributiorrs m d  large nuil~bers of hard particles in the molten matrix of, for 
example, high-corductivity material for electrical contacts can be achieved. 
Examples of r arnposite material experimenics selected for the flrat Spacelab 
flight a r e  Al2OS powder and f i b e ~ a  ( s i c )  in A1 and in a Cu-inatrix material. 

In the field of growth of eutectic al l~ys ,  admiltages \.jay be expected 
from the jpace environment because eutoctic materiais under condittons on the 
ground include e great number of defacts which have been attributed to convec- 
tion nlovements in the 1iquId phase. In general, tho sol!dtflcation process in 
space shocld be mora regular, leading to a b e t t e ~  structure which deternllnes 
me properties cf the so1;dlfled alloy. Initlal experiments will be made with 
AI-A12Cu and A@ mtectlc alloys. 

It i s  also intended to shdy  tlie possLb:lity of a contmlled ur,idirectional 
solidiflc~tion of an AlZn vapor elnulsion hsviu~, a f lns  regular dispersion of 
voids. Under normal gravity conditions (i.e., 1-g) there is a very low stability 
of the gas-liquid enr\llston cansed by the gravity field. 

Another experiment concerns the unidit.ectfonsl solidification of Te-doped 
inSb-NiSb eutectics in which the NlSb needles grow perpendicular tc the phase 
boundary liquid solid. Since both length and direction of the NiSb naedles and 
the d!stributton cf the dopant are influenced by gravity, It i s  expected that the 
space-grown material will show superior properties. 

An ex2eriment of practical interest i s  the gas turbille blade investigation 
which has the objective of improving the mechanical properties a t  high tempera- 
tures. The blades based on dlrectlona!ly solidifled enltectics oi rhromiun~ alloys 
a r e  coated with a thin refractory layer b3. plasma spraying, cheltlical vapor 
deposition, and cemol~tation. In space the turbine plate will be renlelted and 
solidified without changing the blade geometry. 

Two diffusion experinrents also have been selected fc.r ths first nliwion 
of Spacelab. 91 microgravity in the absenca of convection the thermodiffvsion 
will become very important due to larger temperature grsdlents and will rssult 
in composition changes (called Soret effect). In space it will therefore be 
muqh eaeier to meamre the thermodiffualon parametore and their temperature 
d e ~ @ - ~ a n c e .  The study will be perfornred on StHSb, Sn+L?,  an^ Sn+Ag systems. 



One of the diffusion experiments concerns tile self- and intordiePusion 
in llqiiid metale. This self-diffusion experiment will help to determine whlch 
of the curreict thaoriee of diffusion in liquids (quasi-crystalline fluctuation and 
critical volume) i s  correct. On Earth, ons la unable to decide wh:ch cf the 
current theories i s  the n ~ o s t  probable because the accuracy of mmsi~remente 
i s  limited by the unavoidable convection. 

The objective of another experiment i s  to investigate how the character- 
istics of mating surfaces affect adhesion and friction as well as to discriminate 
between the relevant. lnechanlcal and chetnical ti.echanisms. The aim of *is 
experimalt la to obtain information about the Weld of force of atoms a t  an 
icterface. 

The only glass ~xperlment on the first Spacelab mission concsrns the 
investigation of reaction kinetics in glass melts. On Earth a separation of mass 
transport due to diffusion and due to convect1011 is  not possible. Micrograv:ty 
conditions will be used to enlarge the range of temperature5 within which undls- 
turbed dlfft~sion experiments can be realized. Since silicate systenls (Na2 0.3 
SiQ/  Rh 0.3 3%) a r e  important for both glass and ceranlic technology, Binary 
alkali-silica systetna hatre been chosen for the ex-perinlttnts. 

The Fluid F'lysics Modulo will be used to study several phenonlena 
connected with the hydrodynamics of floating liquid zones. Floating zone tech- 
n ~ q ~ e s  are widely used to avoid container contamination in crystal gmw# in 
terrestrial l a b ~ ~ a t o r l e s .  The n~aximutn stable length of a verticaily suspended 
liquid zone i s  determined t13 the balance between the surfaee tensim iorces and 
the hydrostatic pressure or. Earth. In the microgravity environment of space 
tho constraints inlpoeed on the length of a zone and the buoyancy-induced cun- 
vection are etrongly reduced, which renders the zone more eccessible than on 
Earth. 

Oae investigation will study t h ~  adheslon betweon phascts (liquid/ solid) 
in the absence of electric and magnetic forces. Since the forcers (van dar  Waals 
forces) involved iq adheslon and cohesion fall off very rapidly with distance, 
gravitational forces mask all attempts to study these forces in largor macro- 
scoplc systeme in experiments conducted on Earth. In the Fluid Physics Module 
experiment i t  i s  intended to study the properties of a liquid bridge zone between 
the two solid disc8 (er.d plates) of the module. From the shape of the liquid 
bridge the interaction forces will be derived and the cr',tical point a t  which the 
orldge becomes unstable will be determined. 



A related expertmeat will eSudy the kluetics of apreedlng of liqulde on 
eolida. The objective is to  study the flow of a liquid In response to forcea 
generated at the nonequilibrium line of intersection of a llquld/vapor interface 
with 8 plane amlid surface. In mlcrogravlty it ie  feaolble to  atudy l a w  sgatema 
in which the curvature effects are small and fluid flow i s  predominantly drlven 
by movements of the contact line. 

Another Fluid Physics Module experiment wlll study m t p l d  motions of 
liquid-solid systems in microgravlty. Coupled motions represent an unsolved 
claaeical problem in analytical mechanics. The experiment use8 a nl~mber of 
difierently shaped containers partially o r  conlpletely filled with liquid. The 
containers will be fixed to one end plato and the Fluid Physics M&?1e system 
will be used to excite the liquid motion by spinup from rest and by forced 
vibration 8w,eeps. The internal liquid motions and the free-surface behavior 
will be examined. 

Figure If[-]. S~heXnatic of Isothermal Heating Facility, 



Figure IG-2. Schematic of Gradient Heating F acflity . 

b;' 

Figure IE-3. Schematic of Mirror Peatlng Facility. 





WETTING, SPRZADING, AND OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 
OF BEARING LUBRICANTS IN A ZERO-GRAVITY ENVIRONMENT 

( 1 ~ ~ 0 1 1 )  

C. Ha T. Pan 
Shaker Research, USA 

and 

Ann Fa Whitaker and Raymond L. Gause 
NASA/ Marshall Space Flight Center, USA 

Spreading and wetting of a hbricating oil over surfaces occur in all 
lubrication systems. Examples a r e  listed in Figure lII-5. In many circum- 
stances, long-term distribution and movement of tne lubricant determine the 
useful life of the bearing. The phenomenon ?ss many facets (Fig. III-6). Some 
isolated factors can be measured routinely (e.g., shadow photography of contact 
angle illustrated a t  the bottom of Fig. ID-6). The total phenomenon cannot be 
accurately observed in the Earth environment b e c a u ~ e  the relevant forces a r e  
overwhelmed by the gravitational force. The prolonged zero-gravity condition 
i n  a Spacelab flight provides a unique opportunity to obtain such technological 
data. 

The zero-gravity environment also provides an opportunity for further 
research on the dynamic stability mechanism of a journal bearing which i s  
believed to be associated with the two-phase fluid boundary. A journal bearing 
is a common mechanical device which works by developing a loau--supporting 
film under the loaded direction. The th icbess  (h) of this film is  a complex 
function of the rotating speed (n) and the fluid viscosi;y (C1) and i s  an inverse 
function of the bearing load (w) : 

In zero-gravity t4e load w approaches z, -, and the bearing theoretically 
becomes unstable. The propo~led experiment will determine the mechanisms of 
instability and the reaction of fluid films to zero gravity and will also test 
several concdpts for preventing the onset of instability. 



Two types of experiments will be conducted [viz., wetting and spreading 
on stationary eurface(s), and two-phase boundary in a journal bearing conflgura- 
tionl. In each case, the fluid-surface combination will bo the primary control 
parameter. 

The experiment on stationary surfaces will be performed on a pre- 
assembled specimen. Upon commencement of the experiment, an automated 
dispenser will place a standard amount of the lubricant a t  the center of the 
surface epeciman. Sequential o r  cinemb photozraphy of the front view will 
record the progression of the spreading boundary. Inclinod m i r m r s  will present 
simultaneous views showing the geometrical and size variations of the central 
drop. 

T t r e e  journal bearing concepts will be investigated. These will !nclude 
a plain journal bearing, a three-lobed bearing, and a plane bearing with eccen- 
tricity locked in. Phobxraphs will be used to observe the movement and 
response of the fluid films under zero-gravity operating conditions, and vibra- 
tion o r  displacement transducers will be used to record the movement of the 
bearings. 

Both the wetting and spreading and the journal bearing portion of the 
experiment will be  located in a drawer in MC!' 7 of the Spacelab module 
( Fig. III-7) . 

This drawer will contain, in addition to four fluid wetting and spreading 
modules and three journal bearing modules, associated support equipment such 
a s  a camera, fllm, lenses, three-axis low-gravity accelerometer system, 
electronic controls, and a power supply. 

The data to be obtained will have beth scientific and engineering signif- 
icance. The basic knowledge of fluid bebavior in a low-gravity environment 
will be greatly advanced and provide a sound basis for the d e s i ~ n  of raliable and 
efficient fluid handling hardware for future spacecraft. The data generated from 
the journal bearing exporimeat should provide fundamental information on bearing 
and fluid dynamics to support theoretical work on hydrodynamics and engineering 
design of bearings for long life in a space environment, 
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SECTION I V  

ASTRONOMY AND SOLAR PIiYS I CS 



C. S. Bowyer 
Uriversity of California ( ~ e r k e l e y )  , USA 

The Far Ultraviolet Space Telescope (FAUST) i s  a compact, wide 
field-of-view, fa r  ultmviolet instrument dasigned for  observations of extended 
and point sources of astronomical interest. The instrument was developed undnr 
Prof. G. Courtes of the Laboratoire dlAstronornie Spatiale and the French Space 
Am-  *:cy (cNES) ; it has been used previously in aounding rocket work by both 

;ach and American investigators. The Spacelab 1 investigation i s  a joint 
effort of the University of California, Bsrkeley, and the Labomtoire dtAstmnomie 
Spati.ale, Xarseille. 

The prime experiment objective is to observe faint astronomical sources 
wlth sensitivities higher than previously available. The experiment will cover 
the 110 to 200 nanometer band, which i s  inbccessible to observers cn Earth. 
Several scientific programs will b e  conducted; these will include a search for a 
claaa of sources knowu a s  ultraviolet s t a r s  which are predicted to exist a t  the 
stage of evolution pr ior  to the final death of a sk.. A second program will 
consist of obeervations of galaxies and quasars. Such observations are important 
in understanding the activity at the cores  of galaxies and in providing the data 
necessary for interpretation of observations of galaxise at very high redsh!fts. 
Joint programs with other Spacelab 1 experiments will also be  conducted. 

The secondary experiment objective i s  to verify the suitability of the 
Spacelab as a platform for  far  ultraviolet astronomy. In particular, data wfll 
b e  provided on the ultraviolet background levels due to astronomical, terrestrial ,  
and spacecraft-generated sources; the levels of contaminants which affect ultra- 
violet instruments; and the capability of the Orbiter for stable pointing a t  celestial 
aources for useful periods of time. 

The inrptrumcnt (Fig. N-1) i s  an f/  1.12 Wynne camera with an effective 
collecting a rea  of 150 square centimeters and a field-of-tlew of 7.5 degrees. The 
lmaging capability i s  better than 2 a r c  minutes in the entire field-of-view. The 
detector system uses a CsI-coated micmchamel plate imago intensifier in con- 
junction wlth a 60-exposure. 35 millimeter fllrn pack of Kodak IIaO. The overall 
instrument, which includea a sealed container wlth fi mechanical door, i s  a 
cyllndar 60.0 centimeters in diameter and 120.3 centimeters in length. When 
used in a photometric mode with a bandpass of approximateiy 100 nenometers, the 



l i ~ i l l t i ~ ~ g  111agn1tude for a 10-n~ltlute obaervatlonls V = 17 to 18. Diffuse sources 
as faint a s  27th ~nagnltude per square a r c  secsond can be detected. In an alter- 
nate spectroscopic mode, wlth a calclum fluorlde objectlve prisnl whlch perllllts 
n wavelength ~wsolt~tion of between 3 anr! 20 nanometers, the Ilmltlng tilagnltude 
Ls \' = 1.1 to 15. The photonletrlc nlode only will be ueed on Spacelab 1, wlth a 
c alclunr fluorlde :\.indo\v replacing tho prism. 

The Instn~ment will Se ha~ul-mounted on the pallet and will bo operated by 
the payload spctt~lalist uslng a contlwl and display bos In the Spacelab. The 
pointing ~wq\~il-emonts \st11 bc\ 11let bv the Orblter polnting capability for observiw 
t i ~ n e s  betweon 1 and 20 nltnutes. The payload spec-lalist will be responsible for 
selec-:ion of targets at a given observlny opportunity, readying the instrument 
and 1.hec-klng Its health, selec*tlon of observlng parameters, and lnltlation of 
the observing; sequence. The prlnlary data a r e  photographic and, hence, 
require no data trranageurent beyond rehlrn to the axperimenter for yrwesslng. 
Sec.ondary data c.onc*e~.tllng obsor\-ation paranleters and housekeeping data will 
be available to tile payload spectallst and to tho esperinlcurter at the payload 
ope rntions control mntc r. 

A typtval astrononrical observlng prgrral~l  woulil consist of obtaining a 
series  of photographs during spacecraft niphttlme. The targets wl11 include hot 
s t a r s  and nehulae 111 our own ~alay\., the cSores of nearby galaules, and objects 
of c.os~nolokcal lnterost such a s  quasars. Detailed lnveatigations will poten- 
tially Inc.lude (1) search for ultraviolet s tars  in  a r m s  of low obscuratlon in our 
galaxy, ( 2 )  search for hot s tars  In  globular clusters, (3) peculiar etars  (such 
a s  !nteracstlng binaries) 111 our g a l a v ,  ( 4 )  tho fa r  ultraviolet backgmund as a 
A~nctlo~l of ecliptlr and galactll. cocr~Unates, (5)  nearby clusters of galaxlee 
(su1.h a s  the \'Irgo clt~ste~.) to study the spatial dietxIb\itton of far  ultra~.iolet 
unllsslon in the galaxy c%ol.es, and (6) ~ilapnitudes of qussara and BL Locertae 
objucts. To wrfornl the secondary objective, exposures s t  different orhi td  
roordinates ;md OrM tcr .~ttitudt.s will be compared. Any degradation in instrument 
perfor~lla*lro due to Spacelab and/or Orbiter gaierated contanllnante o r  tnetru- 
11lctilt deterioration \vlll be ~llonitored by reohserving sources of known intensity. 

T11e experlnlent le a good exa~llple of the effective use on Space1.b of 
o~is t tng  lnstrumectation at low c.oat. It will help eetablish the suitablllty of 
Spewlab for aet~~onomlcal obesrvatione. Sect~ndly, the experiment has a poten- 
t!ally hlgh sclentiflc roturn which ~ l l l  not have been achleved before the Spacelab, 
nltd I t  has a g a d  reflight potential. 
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Figure IV-1. Far ITltraviolet Space Telescope (FAITST). 



VERY WIDE FIELD CAMYRA 
(IESO22) 

G. Courtes 
Laboratoire d'Astronomie Spatiale, France 

Pas t  and present astronomical satellites have been designed for  the 
study of stellar spectra of relatively bright stars. Only a few direct photographs 
have been obtained. Some wide flelds in the Mflky Way ( 120 x 80 degrees) have 
been photographed in  the near ultraviolet (260 nanometers), easily detecting the 
Milky Way and the zodiacal light a s  well as 10th n~agnitude 0 spectral type stars. 
It  is anticipated that the Very Wide Field Camera (VWFC) will have a limiting 
magnitude (sensitivity) o i  Vlim = 12 to 12.5 for a normally redZ !ed early B 
spectral type star. 

Astronomical observadon using instruments with a very wide field4f- 
view is relatively new. It is faster and easier to interpret than systematic 
spectral scanning of many points over a large field, allows constant comparison 
with a large part of the sky background and photometric reference stars ,  and is 
compatible with the conditions of the Spacelab (i.e., large field available and 
relatively poor stabilization) . Such observations will give a first  evaluation of 
the most interesting large-scale phenomena. This kind of wide field survey has 
been to date entirely neglected as  a precursor of more sensl3ve deep survey 
programs. 

The proposed experiment will make a very general ultraviolet survey of 
a large part of the celestial sphere. The objectives are to study galactic and 
faint extragalactic extended sources and peculiar ultraviolet objects. A camera 
with avery wide field-of-view will be operated in the ultraviolet in two modes: 
photometric and speztrometric. 

The photometric mode is direct photography through filters for observa- 
tion of the following sources: 

1) Large-scale distribuYon of ultraviolet radiation in the Milky Way. 
The stellar clouds must be studied as a whole for their geometrical extension 
and their s i ~ r g e t i c  spectral distribution. 

2) Diffusion of the galactic light above the galactic plane and in front of 
the large absorbing clouds. Observation of this source permits the detection of 
large extensions of the galat 'tc material and studies of possible connections with 



the local group of galaxies. A general study of the sky tackgmund wlll allow 
diecrimination of the galactic and extragalactic light fmm sunlight scattered by 
interplanetary dust (zodiacal light and gegenschein) . 

3) The optical emission of the interstellar matter. Until recently these 
emissions have been observed in  only a very few cases. 

4) Stars, especially the peculiar ultraviolet objects found with the TD 1 
satellite, and star-like objects with diameters less  than 3 a r c  minutes (galaxies, 
globular clusters) . 

It is in the photometric mode that the field-f-view is 54 degrees (this is 
the field size with no cat's eye, but the overall useful field allowed by the intensi- 
fler is nearly 65 degrees with a nlaximum light loss of 15 percent). Filters to be 
used are centered at 155, 190, and 250 nanometers. 

In the smctrometric mode (nebular spectrograph), the light from the 
center of the photometric field is concentrated on a slit covering 10 degrees by 
10 arc minutes on the sky. The wavelength range detected i n  this mode is 130 
to 270 nanometers, with the most sensitive range being 155 to 192 nanometers. 
In the latter wavelength region the resolution is 9.5 to 0.8 mummeter. 

In the camera (Fig. IV-2), a hyperbolic primary in i rmr  is follawed by a 
Schmidt camera placed a t  the long focal length of the hyperbolic mirror. With 
this primary mirror  one can obtain an image of the sky a t  :,I13 and a large 
object field. The Schmidt camera gives a final plane image with a large aperture 
ratio of f/2 and a small apparent field, The smal: convergence of the beam ahead 
of the Schmidt camera allows placement of various devices ( -  ~terference filkrs, 
gratings, etc.) into the beam and does not impose a high positional accuracy for 
the optical elements. The geometrical properties of the hyperboloid artificially 
stopped at one of its geometric foci render the system relatively insensitive to 
field aberrations. The entrance pupil seen from the vaxious object fields is 
always circular. Its area increases a s  off-axis angle increases, tendilg to 
increase sensitivity to s tars  as one goes farther off axis. However, the sensi- 
tivitjj to extended sources is constant over the field since there is no limitation 
to the solid angle subtended by the pupil as a function of field angle. 

Data are recorded on photcgraphic film. An image intensifier is used in 
both modes to shorten Integration time. Once a sequence is initiated, i t  is 
completed automatically by computer control; provisions have been made for 
manual operat.ions. 



Pointing i s  accomplished with the Orbiter since the camera is  rigidly 
mounted in tfie Spacelab sdentiflc airlock. The souroes are the ultraviolet 
radiation of interstellar matter of diffuse galactic light, stars, snd star-like 
objects. Spectrograms of these sources will be the erst uebular apace 
apeclrography in this ultraviolet wavelength range. 

- 1  

Figure IV-2. General design for the Very Wide Field Camera (V\h'FC) . 



SPECTROSCOPY IN X-RAY ASTRONOMY 
(lES023) 

R. Andresen 
ESA/ ESTEC, The hetherlands 

The primary scientific objectives of this experiment a r e  the study of 
detailed features in cosmic X-ray sources and their associated temporal varia- 
tions over a wide energy range. 

Unlike solar X-ray spectroscopy, which i s  a fairly well-developed field 
(several enlission lines have been observed in the 0.14 to 20.0 nP:lometer band 
fro111 the corona and solar flares),  cosnlic X-ray spectroscopy is  at its begin- 
ning. Recent observations on rocket flights, and particularly with the satellites 
Ariel 5 and OSO-8, indicate excess elnission and absorption at approxin~ately 
6 to 7 kiloelectron volts in the spef3tra of supernova remnants, binary X-ray 
sources, and clusters of galaxies. The enlission feature i s  probably a complex 
of Ka lines of highly ionized iron. 

The results obtained so far derive from proportional counters operating 
in the range 0.1 to 30 kiloelectron volts, with the low spectral resolution inherent 
to this type of detector. Bragg crystal spectrometers and solid-state detectors 
have been limited by low efficiency and narrow bandwidth. For the nlissions which 
will be carried out before S~ac*elab, only HEAO-B will carry spectrometers with 
sufficient resolution to tackle the problem in the spectral range below 1 kilo- 
electron volt, but these leave unexplored the higher energies such as tnat 
relating to the iron complex. 

To !%!fill the scientific objectives of this experiment, a gas scintillation 
proportional counter (GSPC) will be used a s  the detector systen~. In th,? gas 
scintillator, where the initial electron8 a r e  accelerated sufficiently by an 
electric field to excite the gas and yield photons, yet insufficiently to p r o ~ k c e  
charge multiplication, the principal limitation is  due to the statistics of the 
initial ionization process only. In theory, the linliting resolution is  appro?.i- 
mately 7 percent full width at half maximum (FWHM) at 6 kiloelectron volts. 
In practice, PO percent FWHM o r  better hos heen obtained with large area counters 
in the investigatorv s laboratory. Both values rompare well with those for con- 
ventional proportional counters (i. e., a theoretical 14.5 percent FWHM and the 
approximately 25 perceut FWHM achieved in practice). 



The concept of the GSPC i s  shown in Figure IV-3. It ia pointed toward 
a target using the Orbiter system. X-rays from the target, after passing through 
conventional collimators defining the field-of-view, enter through the window 
(beryllium of 300 micrometer thickness) into the chamber fllled with xenon gas. 
The upper energy limit of the device is determined by the stopping pcwer of the 
drift region given by the product of gas dept!! and pressure. The elec.:-qns from 
the conversion drift to the first  grid and a r e  then accelerated to the second grid, 
producing a burst of scintillations in the ultraviolet for the well-defined time 
taken by the electrons to cross the scintillation region. X-raye which a r e  
absorbed in the scintillation reglsn o r  charged particles entering tho detector 
produce scintillation burst times of significantly different lengths. A conventional 
photomultiplier i s  u sad to observe the scintillations. Data from the photomultiplier 
tube a r e  stored on magnetic tape after transmission to the ground and a r e  
aiialyzed after the mission. For each "eventtf detected, the pulse height of the 
photo:nultiplier signal i s  analyzed to yield the energy and the time of arrival 
recorded; the length of the scintillation burst ie measured to monitor event 
validity. 

For X-ray astronomy, the development of a large-area GSPC i s  crucial, 
since the associated X-ray source intensities a r e  low. The r3evelopment has 
been hampered by the variation in light yield with position across the counter 
entrance window. This results iAom the varying aolid angle presented to the 
photomultiplier tube at various radial positions in the scintillation region of a 
linear electric field GSPC. The situation has been overcomo by the focusing of 
the primary electron cloud in the photoabsorption region. This i s  achieved by 
the introduction of a spherically symmetric. field formed by partially spherical 
grids and X-ray entrance window. 

The recent observations of what ap?ear to be emis~ ion  lines in the X-ray 
region indicate the advent of cosmic X-ray spectroscopy a s  a new science; i t  i s  
clear, however, t h ~ ,  its potential  or a decisive role, similar to that played in 
optical and radio astronomy, will not tegin to be realized until X-ray lines a r e  
seen at higher resolution. 





ACTIVE CAVITY PADIOMETER 
( 1 ~ A 0 0 8 )  

H. C. Willaon 
Je t  Propulsion Laboratory, TJSA 

The objective o i  the Active Cavity Hadiomatsr (AcR) experiment cn the 
Spacelab 1 Mission is the measurement of the k t a l  solar irradiance wit5 state- 
of-the-art accuracy and precision. This experiment. i s  part of an on-going pro- 
gram of space flight observations id study whort- and long-term variations in tho 
total solar output of optical energy. Precise observations of solar total irradiance 
provide information on the solar cycle and other long-term trends in solar output 
that a re  of clirrntological fgnificance a s  well a s  short-term solar physics 
phenomena such a s  radiation an i s~ tmpy ,  active region structure, "missing flux1' 
due to sunspots, boloriletry of solar flares, global oscillationd, coronal holm, 
and large-scale convective flows. 

The interaction of solar radiation with the Earth1 s atmosphere, oceans 
and land masses provides the primary driving force for the formation of weather 
systems and the determination of climate. Sn~all  changes in the solar luminosity 
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could have far-reaching implications: systematic changes of only 0.5 percent 
per  century could explain tbe entire range of past climate from tropical to 
ice-age conditions. 

The determination of the total energy flux i s  one of the most basic 
measurements of astrophysics. Its average value gives the solar luminosity; 
and variations around the average can arise from intrinsic variations in energy 
generation o r  transport within the solar interior, o r  solar atmospheric phenomena 
of several binds. 

The principal role of the Spacelab ACR observations will be in support of 
extended solar irradiance experiments on f ree-flying satellites. Annual infiight 
comparison of observations by both Spacelab and free-flying experlments i s  an 
important part of sustaining the long-term precision of the ?lim~ltological solar 
irradiance data base a t  the required i 0. : percent level. 

A second important role for Spacelab uolar irradiance measurements 
will be establishment of the radiation scale at the solar total flux level in the 
Ir.tsrnational. System of Units (SI) . Two types of pyrhellometer, the ACE and 
CROM (see  1ES021 description). wi'll be directly intercompared during tne 
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Spscelab 1 Mission. Addition of other sensors  i s  planned for future reflights. 
Comparisons of solar  ohservatlors by dlfferent pyrhellometers in the Shuttle 
apace environment will provide the most definitive experiment for  determining 
their accuracy in deflning the radiation scale at the solar  total flux level. 

The ACR instrument on the Spacelab 1 Mission consists of three inde- 
pendent, self-calibmting cavity pyrheliometers ( Fig. 1 ~ 4 ) .  Their  active 
cavity radiometer (type V) sensors  a r e  the most recerlt in a se r i e s  developed 
a t  the Jet  Propulsion Laboratory for defining solar radiation meas~remen t s  in 
the S1. 

The name Active Cavity Radiometer c-3aracterizes the mode of operation 
of these pyrheliometers. A servo s y s t e ~  maintains the temperature of the 
primary ( so lar  viewing) cavity 0.5.K above that of the reference cavity by con- 
trolling the electrical power supplied to i ts heater. As the shutter alternately 
blocks o r  admits solar irradiance to the cavity through i ts  'O-degree field-of- 
view, the servo system adjusts the power accordingly, and the difference between 
shutter open and closed i s  propol-tiona: to the solar  irrrdiance. The constant of 
proportionality i s  determined from accurate measurements of the electrical 
properties of the cavity heater, the a rea  of the precisely machined aperture 
thi-ugh which the solar irradiance enters the cavity, and the absorptance of the 
cavity for the solar flux. Each of the three ACR V sensors  ia an independent, 
electrically self-calibrated pyrheliometer, with an effective thermal time 
constant of 1 sec. 

The spectral bandpass of the ACR sensors i s  determined by the efficiency 
of the apecular black absorber on the inner face of the primary cavity. The 
specular finish guarantees multiple interactions between the incident radiation 
and the cavity absorbing surface. Reflectance measurements made by the National 
Bureau of Standards indicate at1 effectivr qvity absorptance for  the ACR V of 
0.999880 0.000020 in visible light. Uniform response for the cavity wiL5 an 
effective absorbance near this value i s  predicted from the vacuum UV to the 
mid-IR. 

Separm shutters on each sensor facilitate their operation with different 
frequencies for all possible combinations in either automatic o r  manual modes. 
The three sensors a r e  used in various combinations to provide periodic z ros s  
references on the system's  performance. This phased use of the three channels 
i s  deeigced to sugtaln maximum precision and accuracy of the ACR' s observa- 
tione for  the duration of the mission. 



The Spacelab 1 ACR system la n~odular In deslgn for maxtmum flexlblllty 
ae a re-flyable solar lrradlancs experlment. In Flgure IV-5 the baalc aptem 
components are shown as the electronics, seneor, shutter, and ACR (detector) 
nvxiules. Up to blx detector nlodules of the c.onflguratlon shown In Flgure N--1 
can be flown uelng the four cyllndrlcal n~ountlng bay8 and addlng two more to the 
rectangulhr bay of the sensor module. Three ACR V' a wl'rl be flown on the 
Spacelab Z Mlseion. 'l'he fourth cyllndrlcal bay wlll houcle a Sun poaltlon sensor 
deslgned to lneaaure the relatlve angle between the lnatmtnent axla and the 
solar vector. In future refllghta, as the c-n~plement of sensors Increaaea, th 
Sun oensor will be ~~loutrted externally on the sensor moctule' 3 alignment pad. 

Analysis lndlcatea the ACR \.' Is capable of deflnlng the radlatlon scale 
with i 0.1 percent S. I. uncertainty. Dstennlnatlon of the actual level of perform- 
ance In fllght wlll be the object of a serles of In-fllght Intercomparlaon experl- 
~nents that wlll begin wlth Spacelab 1. The slngle satr~ple Irradlance preclslotr 
wlll be + 0.012 percent. The lo unci, talntg for a ~lngle it\eaaul.ement cycle 
(- 2 nlln) is expected to be less than + I0 parts per mIlIlon. 



Flgure W-i. Schematic of Jet Pmpu?sIon Zsboratoryts 
ACR hIodule ! ~ y p e  V) . 
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Figure n'-5. Exploded view of the Jet PropulaIoi~ 
labor at or!.'^ ACR ior Spacelkb 1. 



MEASUREMENT OF THE SOLAR CONSTANT 

(-21) 

1). Cmmmelynck 
Institut Royal Meterologique de  Belgique, Belgium 

Space Science Department ( ESTEC/ ESA) 

The objectives of this investigation a r e  (1) to measure the absolute 
value of the solar constant with improved accuracy and (2) to detect and meas- 
u r e  long-term variations that may exist in the absolute value of the aolar 
constant. 

The solar constant is the total irradiance of the Sun at a distance of one 
ash onomical unit. This will be measured directly in apace by an absolute self- 
calibrating radiometer wtth an absolute accuracy estimated to be of the order  
of a. 1 percent and a sensitivity better than 0.05 percent. 

The values for the solar constant obtained by measurements since 1960 
l ie  between 1353 & 20 watts per square meter and 1392 i 14 watts per  square 
meter; the most probable value i s  stated a s  1371.0 4.8 watts per  w a r e  meter. 
This dispersion i s  cal;ded by the inaccuracies and scale problems of the instni- 
ments which have been used and the need to correct measured values for 
atmospheric attenuation. The use  of an absolute radiornster removed from the 
effects of the atmosphere with i ts  calibration tested in situ is the only way in 
which a truly accurate nleasurement of the solar constant can b e  made. 

The need fo r  an accurate measurement of the solar constant has been 
recognized for some time, and improvement of the value has been strongly 
recornmended by several scientific bodies. The absolute value of the solar 
constant is a critical term In the determination of the Earth1 s radiation budget 
a s  well a s  for the studies of Earth albedo. In addition, it i s  one of the main 
components in the energy balance equation and is responsible for the dynamic 
behavior and circulation of the atmosphere and, thus, also of climate. The 
importance of an accurate knowledge of the solar constant ( i t s  value and varia- 
tions) for climatology and atmospheric physics in general cannot be overstressed. 

The special feature of this radiometer (Fig. IV-6) is that i t  has two 
channels which enable any degradation of the black surfaces to be detected and 
compensated and the self-consistency of the radiometric system to be deter- 
mined in space. The radiation measurement will be  made by using (I heat balance 



system driven automatically by a femdback system. The precise knowledge of 
the electrical, optical, mechanical, and thermal characteriaUcs make8 this 
f-diometer an absolute instrunlent which doea not need to be calibrated by 
radiative sources. 

Each of the two nullation sensors ha8 an independently controlled shutter. 
The radiometer i s  operated by using various combinations of open and clcsed 
shutters and a reference electrical power source which has a stable and known 
output. 

At the beginning and the end of each measurement sequence, the correct 
behavior of the radiometer system is ascertained by having the shutter of both 
channels closed, applying the reference power source to one heater, and using 
the servo-system to adjust the power applied to the other until heat flux balance 
i s  achieved. The roles of the channels a r e  ther. reversed and the same proce- 
dure followed. The measurement of the electrical power applied to each channel 
for the two cases gives a value for the precision of the servo-system. Because 
the power of the reference electrical source i s  already known, this is a simultaneous 
check of the data processing system. 

The actual radiation flux measuremente a r e  made by pointing the radiom- 
eter to the Sun' s center and opening the shutter of the channel to which the 
servo-system power i s  attached. The servo-system compensates for th3 extra 
heat input until heat flux balance i s  achieved again. The shutter i s  then closed, 
and the servo-system should adjust the power back to its previous value. The 
difference in the power applied with the ehutter opened and closed i s  a function of 
the incident radt?.tion flux. The absolute total irradiance can be calculated from 
the known characteristics of the instruments. This sequence of opening and 
closing the ahutter will be repeated several times, always using the same 
channel for the measurement. 

On the first and last measurement sequences of the misslon the roles 
of the channels will be reversed for just one step, and the shutter of the channel 
that ie normally cloeed will be opened. In this way the radiation measurements 
of the two c h a ~ o l s  can be compared to detect and compensate for any aging of 
the black paint of the absovtion surface +.hat is  repeatedly exposed to the Sun. 

The atrntegy for these long-term observatione using the proposed radiom- 
eter should be guided by the following principlee: (1) direct and absolute meas- 
urement of the eolar constant on the f irs t  Spacelab, ( 2 )  repetition of the measure- 
ments cslng the eame radtornoter on subsequent flights, and ( 3) comparieon 
between subsequent flights of the radiometer with spare models and other abso- 
lute radlomete,.~ on the ground, ascertaining the link with the new International 
Radlonietrlc Reference. 
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Figure N-6 .  Hadometer. 
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SOLAR SPECTRUM FROM 170 TO 3200 NAKOMETGRS 
(1ES016) 

G. Thuiller 
Service dl Aeronomie du CNRS, France 

The total incoming solar radiation, called the solar constant, is the 
primary external source of energy for the Earth's atmosphere. Any change 
ln its value directly affects the radiation budget and, consequently, the climate. 
A drlft of approximately 0.5 percent per century would suffice to explain the 
little ice age of the 16tb and 17th centuries. BI ' solar constant variability 
remains uncertain. Because the standard deviation of all solar constant deter- 
minations since 1966 is 1 percent, no conclusion concerning the variability of 
the eolar cansAmt can be based on experimental data available up to now. 

It is important to k~ow which wavelength ranges of the solar spectrum 
are t n ~ o l ~ e d  in the variability of the solar constant. In fact, consequences of 
c h l g e s  in the solar irradiation flux are directly related to the wavelength 
range ~nvclved. Variability h?'-'~v 300 nanometers influences mainly the photo- 
dissociation of ozone and the photochemical equilibrium in the stratosphere, 
while variability above 700 nanometers ia mainiy related to water vapor and 
carbon dioxide absorption which takes part in the thermal budget of the terre3- 
trial atmosphere. 

Ultraviolet solar radiation between 250 and 300 nanometers contributes 
0.97 percent of the solar constant. Variation in this spectral range is generally 
considered negligible, but recently variations of 50 percent at 250 nanometers 
and 20 percent at 330 nanometers over the 11-year cycle have been theorized. 
These variations would lead to changes in the solar constant of the order of 
0.3 percent, but the variations have not yet been co~firmed rigorously. 

The purpose of the proposed experiment is to mt-asure the spectral 
irradiance of the Sun between 170 and 3200 nanometers to determine with 
accuracy the solar constant, its possible variation with the solar cycle, and the 
wavelength range responsible for the observed variations. This objective 
requires measurements over very lcng time perlous (10 years) involving flights 
of the same instrunlent on future Spacelab missions. 



The range 170 to 3200 nanometers of the solar spectrum will be studied 
by means of three spectrometers, one covering the c:;~.aviolet, one the visible, 
and another the near infrared range. The ultraviolet spectrometer will cover 
from 170 to 370 nanometers, the visible spectrometer will cover 350 to 900 
nanometere, and the infrared spectrometer will cover thtt range from 800 to 
3200 nanometers. 

The instrument consists of fair  parts: dispersive elements, an in-flight 
calibration device, detectors, and counting system. The basic instrument 
(Fig IV-7) is a double monochromator using two holographic gratings as a 
dispersive element. The two gratings are  mounted on the same mechanical 
axis to provide high accuracy for the bandpass. The input window is a grlnd 
whlch reduces the sffect of an angular variation (*2.5 degrees) between the 
ogtical axis and the Sun. Colored fllters are used to eliminate the second order. 
For the three spectrometers, the rotation angle of the two gratings in cascade 
is 30 degrees. The three sets of gratings rotate on the samc axis. The deteclor 
for the ultraviolet and visible spectroineters is a photomultiplier tube. Tho 
infrared spectrolneter uses a PbS cell a s  detector. 

Calibration lamps are used to monitor my change of the sensitivity of the 
instrument. They are nc'. used as a photometric standard but as  a reference. 
Their light follows the same optical path as ihe Sun1 s light. A hollow cathode 
lamp is used to check the uavelength position of the spectrometers. During 
Sun-oriented cperation, calibration and solar measurements will be alternated 
15 minutes each. 

The final accuracy of the instrunlent depends upon the absolute accuracy 
of the available standards such as transfer sources and/or detectors. The 
precision of measurement depends only upon the design of the instrument for 
which each subsysten~ is designed to have an ilccuracy better than 0.1 percent. 
The proposed instrunlent is capable of accuracies better than that of the standards 
available at the present time. 

Only a few spectral solar irradiation measurements ranging from the 
near ultraviolet to the near infrared have been performed. The most extensive 
muasurements were obtained by means of a :oectrometer onboard an aircraft or 
from high-altitude obaervatories. The full-dish irradiation flax was measured. 
Corrections for atmospheric absorption were applied in all of the measurements. 
Comparison of these data shows discrepancies mainly in the ultraviolet part of 



the solar  spectrum. Measurement outside the atmosphere over an extended 
period of time should improve the accuracy and the prec[s[on of such measure- 
ments, eliminating the absorption corrections needed by ground-based and 
aircraft  experiments. The Space Shuttle i s  adequate for  such new measurements 
because it a!lows not only preflight and in-fllght calibration of the ex-wriment 
but also post-flight calibrations, and limits the duration of the instrument 
exposure to the space envimnment which may degrade the instrument perform- 
ance. 

Figure IV-7. Spectrometer schematic of the Solar Spectrum Instrument. 
G1 and G2 a r e  the holographic gratings. St, SZ, and Sg are ,  

respectively, the entra:-.:e, intermediary, and output 
slits. Mi and M2 a r e  flat mirrors .  
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LIFE SCIENCES 



EFFECT? OF RECTILINEAR ACCELERATION, OPTOKINETIC 
AND CALORIC STIMULI IN SPACE 

R. von Baurngarten 
Johannes Gutenberg Universitat, Germany 

The goal of this set  of experiments i s  to increase our  knowledge of the 
human vsstlbular system and equilibratory function in the weightless envtron- 
ment. In addition, new inforn~ation about ..le basic physiolcjy of tile vestibular 
apparatus ar.d of the human space orientation system i s  llkely to be provided 
when studies a r e  made in the abnormal force environment of orbital flight 

The\ specific objeciivss of the seve ra! experiments comprised within the 
1ES201 package are: 

a) Determination of the threshold of perceptlo? of l inear oscillatory 
mot ioil. 

b) Measurement o i  physio'logical and ~ubject ive reqo..3ea to supra 
threshold, linear and bngular motion stimull. Primary interest i s  in the eye 
movements and visual illusions evoked by linear oscillation, but other physio. 
logical variables (e .  g. , respiration, blood volume pulse) will also be recorded. 

c) Study of th? postural adjustments, eye movements, and illusionr of 
attitude and  notion evoked by optokinetic stimuli, ( 1. e. , moving visual patterns) 
in order  to  assess  visual/ vestibular interactions. 

d) Examination of the effect of thermal stimulations of the vestibular 
apparatus to determine if the eye movements elicited by the "caloric test" ( a s  
commonly ernployed in the clinical evaluation of vestibular function) a r e  causcd 
by a density gradtent in the semicircular canal. 

e) Investigation of the pathogenesis of space motion sickiiess by record- 
ing signs and symptoms during the course of vestibular stimulatton and, specif- 
ically, when the teat subject i s  exposed to sustained, l inear oscillatory motion. 

During orbital flight the full tes t  protocol will be carried out or. the f i rs t  
and sixth days of the mission, with additional p s t u r e  tes t s  on days two and flve 
and abbreviated dynamlc runs and caloric tes ts  on day three. III this way any 



modiflcatio~ of vestibular and po3tural reaponaea consequent to the change in 
the force environment should be revealed, as well as the functional adaptation 
that takes place during continued exposure to microgravlty. Serial base-line 
measures will be taken during the thirty days before flight, and the experimental 
protocol will be repeated, initially daily, in the postflight period to assess 
re-adaptation to the fiormogravic ( 1  g) environment. 3n addition, preflight and 
postflight there will be tes t s  cf postural funciion, spatial orientatloa, and motion 
s!ckness su~ceptibili ty which differ from those carried out during orbital flight. 

Dynamic stimuli a r e  provided to the subject by the "muscular effort" of 
the test  operator to  move the test  subject, in a cyclical manner. Although the 
motion stimuli produced in this way lack the precision achieved by an electro- 
mechanical device, it i s  considered that they shodd b s  adequate to activate 
vestibular and somatosensory receptors and allow aii assessment to be made of 
system responses. To rbstra!n and protect the test  subject during exposure to 
the notion stimuli, a lightweight tubular frame seat  was designed and cxmetructed; 
the configuration of this Body Restraint System ( B R ~ )  i s  shown in Figure V-1. 
A five-strap harness minimizes movement of the subject within the seat, and 
the top part  of the BE3 frame provides a mechanical interface with both the 
lES2Oi and INS102 experimental "helmets." Tethers prevent ~nauvertent con- 
tact of the BRS with Spacelab structilres; "tear-tapes" limit the forces applied 
to the handrails and also the deceleration experienced by the tes t  subject, should 
the operator lose his  hold on the BRS while it i s  in motion. 

It i s  intended that the RRS be employed in two modes, the one in which 
the operator generates rzctillnear oscillatory m ~ t i o n  in the x, y, and z body 
axes (Fig. V-2a) and the other in which the motion of the BRS is constrained 
by a pivot located on the center aisle cage ( Fig. : -2b). 

With the rotation axis close to the head, the effective vestibular stimulus 
i s  an angular oscillation; but when the pivot i s  a t  a distance of approximately 
1 m from the head, the vestibular apparatus i s  subjected to a changing linear 
acceleration vector as well a s  an angular acceleration. Comparison of the eye 
movements evokod by centric and eccentric angular oscfllation allows the 
interaction between semicircular canals and otoliths in oculornotor control to be 
determined. 

The test  subject's head i s  held by adjustable pads witbin a helmet-like 
device which i s  clamped to  the BRS frame. This "helmet" ca r r i e s  a solid-atate 
(CCD) T V  camera which produces a diiitized image of the leR eye. Infrared, 
light-emitting diodes a r e  used to illuminate the eye and hence allow recordings 



of eye posltlon (and movements) to be made In the abrence of any vlslble target 
upon whlch the subject can flsnte. The rlght eye can be preaentad with a vlmal 
dlaplay generated on a small cathode ray tube ( CRT) . Varlous dynunlc vlmil 

'(optokinetlc) atlmull are stored on magnetlc tape, whlle a target grntlcule. 
whoae orlentatlcn and poaltlon can be controlled by the subject, ta generated 
electmn!cally. In addltlon, the "halmet" assembly contains Poltler eidmenta 
and pumps that are uaed ln the "Caloric" esprlment, the qtln\ulua belng alr, 
above or below body temperature, whlch 1s dlrected lnto the external canal of 
each ear by ffne plaatlc tubes. Slgnal condltlonlng electronics for ha-chmnel 
elertro-oculography, trlaxlal linear accelerometers and for tranlPduc:.rs of 
resplratlon and ear-lobe blood volume pulse are a\ao housed wlthln the "helmet. " 

The postural adjuatnlents that occur when the test subject views opto- 
klnetlc pattern8 whlle standing with h l s  feet flxed to the r'loor of the Spacelab are 
recorded by niltans of the Spacelab T V  and ~novements of the lower 
Ilmbs are transducod by a b'o-degrec-of-fredon~ poterttton~eter. 



Flguro \'-1. Schematic of the body restraint system. 



a.  Conflguratlon far translation in y- or z-direction. 
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b. Rotation ln the z-eccentric mode. 

Figure V-2. EWy reara int  system. 



VESTIBULAR EXPERMEWE 
( INSLOB) 

L. R. Young 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA 

This joint U. S. /Canadian research program represents a group of closely 
related experiments deslgned to investigate apace motion sickness, any asaoci- 
ated changes in otolitn-mediated responses occurring during weightlessness, 
and the carryover of any such change8 to postflight conditions. The experiments 
aimed at assessir,g otolithic responses in space are intended to clarify presumed 
alterations in vestibular function during weightlessness. The underlying 
raaearch question is one of envlmnmental neurobic.!-3: How does a fully 
developed sensory motor system, which receives partially redundant information 
from several sensory mechanisms, reorganize to account for the loss of usable 
information from one chbnnel because of an environmental variation? All 
indications are that adaptation takes place over the course of several days and 
may carry over to postflight terrestrial conditions. This problem of bas!c 
importance can be studied only in an orbiting vehicle. Parabolic flights are too 
hricf, and ground studies are contaminated by the influence of the Earth's 
gravitational field ( 1. e. , a 1 -g bias) . 

A second major objective relates to P T L C ~  motion sickness and man's 
well-being and productivity in space. The appearance of space motion sickness 
on Skylab, combined with earlier experiences on Apoll~, Soyuz, Vostok, an3 
Voskhod identified the problem as one of considerable concern for astronaut 
performance and well-being. Although Skylab experience indicates that adapta- 
tion to the zero-gra\ lty environment occurs within 1 week, space sickness 
remains, from an operational standpoint, a problem for the inexperienced, short- 
tern1 space traveler. 

The proposed research program will concentrate on experiments to bring 
out any change in vestibular function at several levels: vestibule-ocular reflexes, 
vestihulo-spinal pathways, cortical functions involving perception of motion and 
spatial orientation, visual vestibular interaction, 8nd motion sickness 
susceptibility. 

Visual-vestibular-tacttle interaction will be investigated in the rotating 
dome experiment. It is known that visually induced self-motion effects are 
normally inhibited by vestibular signals which fail to confirm the self-motion. 



It ie h p t h e s i z e d  that, with increasing exposure bo weightlessness, this inhibi- 
tion stemming from lack of confirming otollth signals will be reduced; and 
,therefore, the strength of visually induced self-motion will increase. This 
experiment tes ts  the hypothesis that, with tncreasing time in orbit, crew members 
will become increasingly dependent for spatial orientation on visual and tactile 
cues as opposed to vestibular cues. The experirsent consist8 of a rotating dome, 
lined with a random dot pattern, into which the subject places his  head (Fig. 
V-3a). His indications of self-rotation a r e  recorded by means of a joystick 
signal, ana hi0 ocular torsion (rotstion of the eye a b ~ t  the gaze axis) i s  
r ecoded  binocularly with a motor-driven 35 mm camera. Tactilc tr.nd proprlo- 
ceptivc cues comparable to those found in 1 g are applied :during part  of the 
experiment using the harness and elastic cords provided br the otolith/ spinal 
reflex experiments. 

The veRtibulo-ocular reflex of the crew will be studied and compared to 

pre- and postflight a e ~ s u r e m e n t s .  The subject d l 1  be manually rotated sinu- 
soidally and will also be subjected to an impulsive deceleration after 60 seconds 
of constant velozity rotation, introchcing post-rotatory reflexive eye nlovenlents 
(nystagmus). During some trials,  the subject will pitch his head forward for 
5 sec  beginning 5 asc after the original rotation has stopped, in order  to investi- 
gate adaptive changes in the "nystagmus damping" yhenomenoa. On Earth, this 
maneuver causes the post-rot~.tory nystagmus to decay rapidly and may be 
attributed to the inhibiting influence cf otolith signals which do not confirm body 
mtation with respect to the verticd. In weightlessness, if this hypothesis i s  
correct, the nystagmus damping should be minimized. Head movenlents will be 
recorded using the head-mounted acceleron~eter  recording unit ( ARU) , and eye 
movements will be recorded using electmculography ( EOG) and the miniature 
electrophysiological tape recorder of experiment ES030. 

Ocular counterrolling will be recorded during eccentric Z-asis oscillation 
at high and low frequencies using the Body Restraint System (see  the ES201 
description). Ocular :aunterrol!ing i s  known to depend upon the lateral compon- 
ent of gravi t~inert ia l  f o r e ,  sensed primarily by the utricular otolith organ, and 
might be expected to be modified by exposure to weightledsn~ss.  In particular, 
the gain and phase of ocular counterrolling with respect to lateral (y-axis) 
linear acceleration might be affected more a t  low frequencies than at high, since 
the microgravity envilwnment affects principally the quasietatic otolith stimuli. 
The expr imentc  wiil be performed early and lata in the ~l?ission, in conjunction 
with and using the equipnlent of experiment .ES201. A fixation target will inhibit 
reflex lateral eye movements, which will be modtored by EOG and the Eye Move- 
ment Infrare,l ( EMIR) TV system. Gcular caunterrolling will be derived from 
eye movement rotation aignals transmitted by the EMm. 
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a. Schematic of iNS102 rotating &me. 
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b. Schematic of bop and drop station. 

Figure V-3. Ekpipment for vestibular experiments. 



The awareness of body posltion of the astronauts will be inveetlgated; 
early and late in the mlaeion to follow up report8 of Skylab crews that they 
eventually lost  the sense of where objects were loccted relatlve tcs their bodies 
ln the absence of visual cues. This experiment 1s deslgned to de ternz l~e  if thls 
phenomenon can be demonstrated objectively and accurately desrcrlbed, irad to 
teat several dlfferent hypotheses concerning i t s  mechaa!sm. Subjects will be 
allowed to observe several different targets and will be asked, while blindfolded 
and after varylng periods of time, to point accurately to the targets. Experi- 
ments will be conducted in the Spacelab, under loosely tethered and tlghtly 
tethered conditions (to control for tactile forceg), a s  well as in the bur& a rea  
to make observations after sleep. 

Otolith/ splnal reflexes will be tested to determine the influence of 
welghtlsssne,ss on a basic postural reflex which i s  appmpriate only in the 1 g 
situation. A separate "hop and drop" station in Spacelab ( Fig. v-3b) will enable 
subjects to be accelerated towards the floor udng  elastic cords and a harness. 
Unsxpected "falls" and voluntary rhythmic hopping under 1 g and lower accelera- 
tion leveis will be conducted. Electmmyographic activity wlll be measured in 
the calf muscle of one leg, and a linear accelerometer will be used to determine 
vertical accelerations. Floor contact will be recorded using a foot contact 
switch, and body reactions will be covered by Spacelab television. 

Motion sickness susceptibility in space will be measured using both pro- 
vocative tests  early and late in the mission and passive monitoring of crew activity 
For the provocative tests,  the subjects will be asked to make a ser ies  of stereo- 
typed vigorous head movements until a standard malaise end point i s  reached o r  
until the full number of head n~ovements has been achieved. All subjects will 
have been trained in quantitative motion sickness symptom evaluation. By per - 
forming the f i rs t  of these provocative tests  on a rotating subject very early in 
the n~ission, it should be posslble to extend the results of the Skylab MI31 
experiment which demonstrated nearly complete resistance to motion sickness 
resulting from cross-coupled angular accelerations performed late in the Skylab 
mlsslon. 

The second method for  n ~ e a s u ~  .,,g nlotion sickness susceptibility involves 
passlve monitoring of crew activity and motion sickness symptomatslogy without 
provocative testing. The objective i s  to determine whether any sicknass synlp- 
tonls which appear can be related to head movement and to investigate the type 
of head rnovements required. Head angular and linear accelerations will be 
monitored on several c r w  members by means of a very small head-mounted 



accelerometer package coupled to a multichannel belt tape recorder. Partici- 
pating crew members will report motion sickness symptoms on a pocket voice 
recorder. The objectiw of the motion sickness experiments i s  to obtaln 
accurate reports on motion sickness symptomatology by well-tralned observers  
and thereby to determine if, in fact, space slckness i s  an extraterrestrial  h r m  
of motion slckness and, if so, what types of head movements are particularly 
nauseogenic. The investigators plan to study and document the crew's increasing 
resistance to spaca sickness during the course of the mission. 

Whereas the in-flight tes t s  described previously have as their b c u s  the 
assessment of the changes in otolltn function and motion sickness susceptibility 
during weightlessness, the primary function of the experiment involving pre- 
flight and postflight tes ts  i s  the evaluation of any residual effects of the 7-day 
weightless exposure on vestlbulo-spinal and vestibulo+cular pathways. The 
p u n d - b a s e d  equivalent of the fllght experimental protocols will be repeated on 
several occasions preflight a s  well as postfltght for each subject. Postural 
stability will be measured on a moving posture platform with eyes open and eyes 
closed and by rail-standing tests. Subjective thresholds, as well as eye move- 
ment responses, to lateral l inear acceleration will be tested on the laboratory 
linear acceleratbn sled. Visual vestibular interaction will be tested in a 
rotating chair and using a static tes t  of field dependence - the rod and frame 
test. -4s par t  of the motion sickness susceptibility experiment, a variety of 
provocative tests  will be evaluated Qn several occasions preflight and immediately 
postflight. The object of these tests  !a to determine if they are of value in pre- 
d i c t i ~ g  space sickness susceptibility in orbit. These tests include provocative 
motion stimuli, development of visual-vestibular conflict using vislon-reversing 
prism .spectacles, semicircular canal imbalance created through ingestion of 
heavy water, and susceptibility to motion sickness caused by head movements 
during the zero-gravity portion of parabolic flight. 



VESTIBULOSPINAL REFLEX MECHANISMS 
( lNS104) 

M. F. Reschke 
NASA/ Johnson Space Center, USA 

Data and observations from previous manned space flights, particularly 
the Skylab missions, suggest that significant alterations occur in vestibular, 
neuromuscular, and related sensory system fi~nctions upon exposure to weight- 
lessness. Of particular interest has  been the observation of changes related to 
otollth input and vestibulo-spinal responses observed postflight. However, 
aside from the limited behavioral indicaticns obtained during flight and imme- 
diately postflight, little i s  known about postural reflex behavior during sustaired 
weightlessness. The proposed experiment i s  deslgned to yield information about 
this process. 

The investigation has three ba;ic objectives. The f i rs t  t s  to tnvestlgate, 
during prolonged weightlessness with Hoffmann response ( H-reflex) measure- 
ment procedl.lres, vestibulo-spinal reflexes associated with vestibular (otolith) 
responses evoked durlrg an applied linear acceleration. This objective includes 
not only an evaluation of otolith-induced changes in a major postural muscle but 
also an investigation with this technique of the adaptive process of the vestibular 
system and spinal reflex mechanisms to this unique environment. The second 
objective la to relate space motion sickness to the results of this investigation. 
This does not imply that any attempt wtll be made to induce motion sickness 
symptoms during the experiment. However, the observed relationship between 
evoked vestibulo-spinal reflexes and any incidental occurrences of motion 
sickness during any part  of the mission would supply valuable informatlon. 
Third, it i s  the intention 3 P  this experiment to investigate a return of the vsstibulo- 
spinal and postural reflexes to normal values following the flight. The data 
gathered 111 all. phases of the experimeqt will be compared with data obtained in 
a normal laboratory environment and *ring parabolic flight where shcrt  periodn 
of weightlessness are experienced. Tile objective also L R  to compare the crew's 
flight data with tha veutibulo-spinal responses of normal and labyrinthine defec- 
tive subjects. 

The flight experiment involves activation of nerve tissue (tibia1 N) with 
electrical shock and the recording of resulting muscle activity (soleus) with 
surface electmdes. Soleus/ spinal H-7eflex testing procedures will be used in 



cc_r_n_junct!m ;v!* ;?!!near acculuriri;ion through the subject's X-axis. This method 
wlll allow the acquisition of extensive and highly descriptive quantitative data on 
the status of the H-reflex. 

The experiment will utilize a snlall package of rvk-mounted, low-power 
electronic equipment to elicit and record the H-refle\. This equipment will 
include an experiment control panel, a stimulus isolation unit, physiological 
amplifiers, monitoring equipment, and a ' licated microprocessor. Vestibular 
stimulation (linear acceleration) will be obtained with shcrt  (150 to 200 milli- 
s e  . rids) "falls1' using the "hop and drop1' apparatus developed for the vestibular 
expei~ments  described in the INS102 section of this document. 

Experiment control w!'l be accomplished with the microprocessor system 
which has been programmed to lequence the stimuli necessary to elicit the 
H-reflex, drop the subject on command, collect data obtained from the soleus 
muscle, and store the responses while they a r e  being averaged o r  analyzed 
prior  to downlink through the on-board telemetry system. 

In the execution of the experiment protocol, the crewmen will grasp ar 
crverhead handle with both hands; the handle can be released upon conlputer 
command. The drop o r  fall i s  provided t y  Sungie colds attached between a 
body harness and the deck of the Spacelhb. During each draop the crewman will 
be shocked three separate tirnes in a controlled sequence to evoke an H-reflex. 
The shock sequencs will consist of a condition, a control, and a test  shock. 
The condition shock i s  presented f i r s t  to prepare the neural tissue for the shocks 
which follow. Thl ,e seconds following the condition shock, the c o n t r ~ l  shock 
will be delivered. Then 3 to 5 sec la ter  the test  shock will be delivered during 
the drop. The test  shock to the tibia1 nu?rrj will be delayed with respec', to the 
time of release o r  fall. Delay times of 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, and 70 milli- 
seconds will be used. The response 'a the test  shock will be normalized with 
respect to the response from the control shock and presented a s  a percent change 
in amplitude. 

In addition to the H-reflex data collected as a function of the dynamic 
linear acceleration, M and H-reflex recruitment curves will be obtained while 
the subject is restrained at the drop station. Recruitment curves will be used 
to evaluat? vestlbulo-spinal adaptation to steady-state linear acceleration (0-g). 

Preflight and postflight testing will include, in addition to recruitment 
curvea and H-reflex as a function of a drop, postural ataxia measurements and 
vestibulo-spinal measurement8 obtained on a sled o r  linear accelerator. Pre-  
flight parabolic flights a r e  also planned to rnvestigate a variety of vestibular 
reaponsea. 



THE INFLUENCE OF SPACE FLIGHT ON 
ERYTHROKINETICS I N  MAN 

(INS 10 3) 

Carolyn S. Leach 
NASA/Johmon Space Center, USA 

The most consistent finding relative to the influence ~f space flight on the 
hematologic system in mas has been a significant r educ t i~n  in  the circulating 
red cell mass. TlJs  phenomenon has been observed in  both the American 
(Geminl, Apollo, Skylsb, and ASTP missions) and Russian (SoyuzSalyu* 
missions) manned pmgnuns. The exact mechanism and etiology of this 3ss 
is currently unknown, but the most recent data from the Skylab flights strongly 
implicate a suppression of normal erythropoiesis. 

The flight duration of Spacelab 1 (7 days) bill probably result ic only 
minimal cl~anges (5  to 8 percent) i n  the red cell mpss compared to the longer 
Skylab flights. However, the changes in  the erythrokinetics begin during the 
ehrly phases of the mission (perhaps within the f i rs t  24 hours) ,  ~ n d  i t  is 
essential to documeat these ear ly changes to establish tbe exact mechanism 
of the response, 

Thq purpose of this experiment is to measure specific factors relative 
to the control of erythrokinetics, particularly erythropoiesis, i n  man which 
might be altered during the flrst 7 days of exposure to the weightless envirop- 
ment of space flight. It is anticipated that these data will provide new informa- 
tion relative t i  the mechanism by which the red cell mass  is reduced during 
spbce flight. Such information is necessary to assess  the overall impact cf the 
observed red cell mass change on man's potential for participation in space 
flight missions of varying types and duration. 

Blc ,d samples will be cbllected from crew members during the preflight, 
inflight, and postflight periods. These samples and samples taken from control 
groups on the ground will be analyzed as described in  this section. The choice 
of specific p a r m e t e r s  for analysis in this study was based on the data pre- 
viously collected, the restraints imposed by the use of human subjects, and the 
guidelines established for the f i rs t  Spacelah mission. The experiment is 
designed to sstablish: (1) i f  there is a significant change in red cell mass  and 
plasma volume during the ini t id  period of exposure to weightlessness, (2)  i f  
the plasma concentration of erythropoietin is reduced, (3) i f  there is an i n c r e a ~ e  
in the plasma concentration of erythropoietin inhibitors, (4)  if there is a change 
in the effectiveness of erythropoiesis, and (5) i f  the number and sge distribution 
of ret.-ulocytes are J t e r ed .  



To meet these goda,  an i n b g n t e d  b a t  protocol hrm been deslgxmd to 
emlne:  (1) hemucomwntration d red cell morphology, (0) blood volume, 
( 3) erythmpoietin - activation and /or inhlbltion, (I) bemoglobln-oxygbn 
afflnlty (indirect) , (5) serum components d a t e d  to the control of erythro- 
poieeis, (6) iron Wnotics, and (7) rctlculocyte reaponae. 

A flow d i q m m  for the contml of erythmpoieata (Flg. ~ 4 )  bu bbsn 
conatxucted to i&nti£y those components mast likely to intluenct the red cell 
mass during apace fdght. Tbe blocks identibed by numbers form the baala for 
this experiment pmtocol. Emphasis will be placed on evaluation of the end 
maul? (ch- in red cell mlss)  and the meurumment of crythropoietin and 
rate of er~rthropolesis. Although documentation of a ch-3 In the piaamr 
concentraUon of erythmpoiatin will not neccs~arllq: reveal the m e c h m i s ? ~  of 
the "anemia of space flight," It will serve to idenUfy the amas  whlch need 
additional study to fully underatand this process. 



MEASUREMENT OF CENTRAL VENOUS PRESSURE AND 
DETERMISATION OF HORMONES IN  BLOOD SERUM 

DURING WEIGHTLESSNESS 
(1ES026 and 1ES032) 

K. Kirsch 
Physiologisches Ins titut der  F reien Universiat , Germany 

Measurement of Central Vcmus Pressure from 
an Arm Vein (lES026) 

Upon entry into the weightless condition, the Skylab astronauts experi- 
enced a severe engorgement of the cephalad circulation characterized by 
distended neck veins, a puffy face, and nasal congestions. These findings were 
corroborated by the appearance of the astronauts' "chicken legs" resulting from 
a drastic loss of extracellular fluid (ECF) and blwd volume from the thigh8 and 
calver of the order of 2 liters. The forces which caused +&se huge fluid shifts 
a re  not known. It is impossible to produce comparable effects by the elimination 
of hydrostatic pressures by a mere change of posture in the 1-g field. One may 
speculate that the compliance of the interstitial fluid spaces in the long axis of 
the body varies and is regulated by some factors related to gravity. 

There can be little doubt that the major portion of the 2 l i ters  of ECF 
displaced from the lower edremit ies  is taken up by the intrathoracic circulation. 
S i x e  this region is the origin of important reflex activity, it iS proposed to 
record central venous pressure to obtain objective data on the degree of the 
engorgement. Of practical importance is the question of how close the astro- 
nauts a re  to pulmonary edema and whether the pressure falls toward normal 
during the time of the mission. Since hydrostatic pressure gradients a re  absent 
in zero-gravity and flow resistance is small in the distended veins, central 
venous pressure can be measured by simply punc!uring an arm vein. 

F o r  this experiment, aix sterilized reedle-manometer (strain gage) 
assemblies , filled with h e p a  in-salirze will be taken aboard. The Shuffle crew 
will take turns, one as operator and the other as subject, to puncture an 
antecubital vein and record venous pressure for approximately 2 minutes. 
Afterwards, the manometer is remcved from the needle, d blood samples 
a re  drawn through the same needle for  hormone estimation (lES032). The 
first pair of measurements is to be done as soon as possible, nat lami- than 
C to 18 hours after entry into weightlessness. One m e a s ~ r e n e n t  is planned as 
late as possible in tbe mission. PA third measurement in the middle of the 



mission is highly desirable. The measurements Inat be done on the same 
subject for the series of three meaeuIwments and preferably at the same subjec- 
Uve time of the day. The pressures will be recorded on a small battery-powered 
tape recorder and will be evaluated after the end of the mission. 

Collection of Blood Samples for Hormone Estimations (lES032) 

Gross deviations from normal fluid and mineral metabolism have been 
observed in weightlessness. They are in all likelihood initiated by the central 
engorgement of the low pressure system (Gaier-Henry-reflex) . Extensive 
analyses of hormones responsible for the control of water and mineral balance 
were performed in Skylab. However, many questions remain to be answered. 
Tor various reasons the following determinations could not be made at the time 
of the Skyla  missions: ( 1) antidiuretic hormone (ADH) in plasma and (2) 
prostaglandins. ADH plays an important role in volume control. The 
determination of its presence in piasma is mw feasible. The prostaglandins 
are possible candidstes for a natriuretic principle which seems to contribute 
to the regulation of mineral metabolism in weightlessness. 

Af t e r  completion of venous pressure recording, the manometer is 
detached, and 50 milliliters of blood is drawn and centrifuged. The serum 
fraction is stored at below -20'C. A f t e r  return to ground, assays will be made 
for the following hormoms: vasopressin, catecholamines, renin, aldoskrone, 
corticosteroids, and prostaglandin El. 

A s  rnted, a number of hitherto unknown problems related to the control 
of fluid volume ana the physiology of the low pressure system of the circulation 
were discovered during the Skylab missions. If they can be solved (and that is 
the purpose of these experiments), our knowledge of the overall regulation of 
the circulation and fluid metabolism in health and disease may be greatly 
augmented. 



EFFECTS OF PROLONGES WEIGHTLESSNESS ON THE 
HUMORAL IMMUNE RESPONSE OF HUMANS 

(INS 105) 

E. W. Voss, Jr. 
University of Illinois, USA 

The objectives of the investigation are (1) to use the unique properties 
of the space environment to improve understanding of life processes on E d  
and (2) to enhance man's well-being and productivity in space. 

Despite the significant recent advances in our understandiig of the 
immune response, several important aspects relevant to the f irs t  objective 
remain unexplored. Among these is the interrelationship of the various classes 
of immunoglob~ns .  Since i t  is becoming more apparent that various immuno- 
globulins represent separate and distinct systems, it has not been possible to 
clearly investigate their inte rrelationship. One possible mechanism to study 
these potential interrelationships is to u s t  the effect of weightlessness ebs a 
stress factor and subsequently measure inhibitory, compensatory, o r  enhancing 
interrelationships. It is conceivable that the various systems will mt reapond 
to sustained weightlessmss equivalently, and thereby a mechanism to study 
interrelationships between the various classes wlll be available. Knowledge 
relevant to interrelationships between the immunoglobulin classes may lead to 
future control and manipulation of the i m m w  response for obvious medicel 
benefits. 

The second objective is of considerable practical signi9cance to future 
manned space flights, since i t  is important to establish the state of immune 
competency under conditions oi  sustained wbightlessness. This is important 
from at least two standpoints. First ,  knowledge relevant to the capability of 
humans in space to respond immunologically to potential foreign pathogens is 
of obvious importance. Second, a suppressed immune response may jeopardtze 
ths h e ~ l t h  of hurnans on prolonged si;clce flights. 

A f t e r  obtaining baseline dsta on all flight personnel, the experimental 
approach will be to obtain blood sanlples from space personnel just prior to 
their entering the Orbiter, 24 hours prior to the return flight, and 15 days after 
the mission is complete. Those samples taken prior to enteri~lg the Orbiter 
will be considered p reugh t  controls, and the levels of each immunoglobuljn 
class will be determined for every individual. Antibody levels for certain 
common antigens will also be analyzed to determine preflight titers. The latter 



will be correlated to the levels of immunoglobulin proteins. All values estab- 
lished will be used a s  reference values for comparison to the postflight se ra  
analyses. Samples taken at the latter two tames will be analyzed in a manner 
aimilar to the preflight sera. 

The only equi2ment required onboard Spacelab 1 will be sterile plastic 
syringes containing anticoagulant ( approximately 1.0 milliliter) , hypodermic 
needles, and a plastic container to hold the tubes containing the blood samples 
in a refrigerator. 

Analyses of all blood samples should reveal i f  weightlessness is a s t ress  
factor on the humoral immune response. If any effects are observed, the data 
should reveal i f  the effects are general o r  specific, Compensatory reactions 
between classes of immunoglobulins should be evident by the experimental 
design. Finally, recoverability w i l l  be determined i f  suppression effects are  
evident. 



EFFECT OF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON LYMPHOCYTE PROLIFERATION 
(1 ES031) 

Augusto Cogoli 
Eldgenosslsche Technlsche Hochschule, Switzerland 

The in vltro mitogenic stirnulation of lyn~phocytes represents a good 
model for the study of cell differentiation. Results of prevlous exgeriments 
strongly suggest that weightlessness may affect cell prollferatlon. 

The low-gravlty environment of Spacelab provides a unique opportunity to 
perform investigations in cell and nlolecular biology. One of the most appealing 
features i s  the transformatioil of gravity, a physical entity always constant in 
our ground laboratory, into a varlable paranreter llke temperature o r  concentra- 
tion. Consequently, living organisms which underwent evolution and development 
in a constant gravitational environment a re  suddeiily confronted with a new 
situation. Therefore, the survival and proliferation of mammalian cells i s  a 
challenging aspect of space biology. We not only face the possible effects of 
zero-gravity per se, but we must also master constralnts arising from the 
limited facilities on board spaceships and from the safety requirements wnich 
apply to the hardware to be flown on manned spacefiights. Moreover, it is  
known that longduration spaceflights and space sth,.ons where men will spend 
a significait amount of time are  actually planned. Consequently, it i s  important 
to investigate the beh~vior  and the survival capacity of living sys ten;~  in a 
"space environment. " 

In our approach to ti pmblem we a re  studying the stimulation of 
lymphocytes by mitogens i~b v i t ~ o .  Lyn~phocytes are  the cells responsible for 
the Immune response. Specific antigen receptors a re  localized on the cell 
surface. The interaction between antigen and receptor stimulates lymphocytes 
to proliferate and to produce antigen specific antibodies (the last limited to 
cells c C  the B-type). A slnillar reaction can be triggered in vitro when 
lymphoc_vtes are  exposed to a number of substnnces called mitogens. The 
transltlon from the status cf "resting" to that of stimu1r'~d lymphocytes i s  an 
example of cell differentlation. Therefore, the ln vitro activation of lymphocytes 
by mitogens a t  zero-gravlty can be regarded a s  a suitable model for the study of 
(1) cell survival, ( 2 )  the triggerkg of the immune response, and (3) the 
mechanism of cell differentiation in wetghtlessness. 



The objective of the experiment la the atudy of the effect of welghtlees- 
neea on lymphocyte proliferation to detect poaeible alteration of the celle 
responelble for the immune responee during long-duratlon spaceflights, As a 
consequence, further information ie expected on the mechauiam of cell 
differentiation. 

Elman lymphocytes in culture medium wlll be dellrrered shortly before 
launch in a11 Incubator whlch will be kept at 37°C by batteries ,md stowed in the 
Orbiter mld-deck. When Spacelgb 18 in orbit, the Incubator will be transferred 
Iqto the Spacelab module and flxed onto a rack. The it-cubator wlll then be 
connected to the dc power supplled by Spacelab. Mi t~gen  i s  added to the c~l l ture  
by the payload spectalist. P. control without mitogen i s  run in parallel. A f b r  
70 hcurs of incubation, radioactive thymidine i s  added. Thymidlne 1s a consti- 
tuent of DNA and will be incorporated into dividing ( stimulated) cells at a higher 
rate than into' resting (control) cells. After 2 hours, cellular activlty will be 
sbpped by flxatlon with hydroxy-ethyl starch and the incubator porver wili be 
switched off. The cell cultures are withdrawn from the Lncubators and stored 
in a NASA-prcv.ded freezer. 

After landing of the spacecraft, the amount of thymidine incorporated 
into the cells will be d e t e r m i ~ e d  in the ground laboratory. The cell morphology 
and the distribution of cell organelles wlll be investigated by electron micro- 
scopy. The parallel experiment will be run with an allquote of tho same cell 
batch tn the ground laboratory at Cape Canaveral. 

The hardware for thle experiment includes culture flasks and an incubator 
(Fig. V-5). The tissue culture flask conslsts of iour cylitldrical culture cham- 
bers  made of teflon and fixed in a cell culture block made of aluminum which 
flts in the incubator. The chambers contain cp to I E  mClliliters of culture each: 
changes in volume a r e  compensated by a mobile piston. Mitogen, thymidine, 
and fixative a r e  added by injection with syringes through a silicon rubber 
membrane. The syringes a r e  s b r e d  in a rack fixed in the incubator. 

The inrubator has the following characteristics: external dimensions - 
19 x 16 x 7 centimeters, weight with the culture chambers - 5.5 kilograms. 
The temperature can be kept a t  37°C for up to 24 hours by batteries during the 
prelaunch and the launch phases. buring the experiment the lncubator will be 
heated by the 28 volt dc supplied by Spacelab. 

There a r e  well-substantiated reasons for expecting epaceflight to 
pivduce effects on lymphocyte activation: 



1)  Lyinphocytes fronl crew members of several U.S. and Soviet apace 
flights showed a different reactivity toward phytohemagglutinin ( a  widely used 
mitogen) after flight. A delay in 5lastngenesis and mitosis was observed. It 
has not yet been established iv3ether this effect i s  due to weightlessness per se 
o r  to inetabolic inlpairnlents (e. g., metabolls~lz of calclum o r  chlorides) 
occurrir.g during spaceflights. 

2) A nulnber of relevant observations ware made during the e:;pttriments 
of Biosatel1:te 11, Weightlessness nlone interferred with the nlitotic spindla 
mechanism in nlicrospores, lnt;,dspcjres, and root tip cells of the wild flower 
Tradescsntia. In addition, a lowered mitotic rate, increased cell length, and 
en la r~ed  nuclear volume were observed in wheat seedling root tip cells in the 
absence of gravity. 

3) Cell organelles s ~ c h  as  nuclei o r  ribosoines hzve different densities. 
It is conreivable that weightlessness and gravity have an influence on the intra- 
cellslar distribution of cell organelles, particularly in lymphocytes which 
differentiate into larger blast cells with uropods. This assun~ption is sustained 
by the application of the Boltz.mann equation to the distribution of cell organelles 
in the cell. 

4 )  Cytoplasnlic streaming can be influenced by gravity. 

5) Recent \vork in our laboratory has shown that gravity inay interfere 
with the cell cycle: high-g has a stimulatory effect on lyinphocyte activation, 
whereas low-g ( silnulated in a fast-rotating c.1 inostat) retards and inhibits 
activation by initogens. 
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FLgure i7*5. Lymphocyte pmllferation culture flasks and incubetor. 



THREE-DIMENSIOMP E BALLBTOCARDIOGd.APHY 
IN WEb YTLESSNESS 

( 1E>d?8) 

A. Scano 
University of Rome, Italy 

Ba1I:stocardiqraphy i s  a method of physiological investigation consisting 
of the recording of periodic motions of the human body which result from heart 
activity and blood ejectioa into the aorta and i ts  main branches. These smali  
displacements o r  the correlated accelerations (mainly along z-axis) can be 
recorded a s  a ballistocardiogran by means of photo o r  electronic devices a s  a 
ser ies  of waves in temporal relationship to the events in the cardiac cycle. 
The terr* trial gravitational fleld interferes in any technfque of supporting the 
subject's weight; in particular, it makes it difficult to record a Wee- 
dimensional ballistocardiogram. Gravity also affects the blood circutation 
through hydrostatic phenomena and correlated orthostatic regulations. Never- 
theless, ballistocardiography remains an Lnteresting method for simple, rapid, 
noninvasive cardiovascular performance evaluation, and recent experimental 
contributions support this view. 

The primary aim of the proposed research i s  to  record a three- 
dimensionil ballistocardicgram under a unique condition, peculiar to space flight 
(that is, on m a  freely levitating In weightlessness), and to compare it with 
tracings recorded on the same subject on the ground. The investigators hop9 to 
obtain a recording that i s  unaffected by any artifact and that will be useful f ~ r  
clarifyirg the meaning of ballistocardiogram waves in different physfological 
and perhaps pathological conditions. Another purpose i s  to investigate cardio- 
vascular and possibly fluid adaptations to weigk~tlessness fmln data collected 
almost simultaneously or, the same subjects duriiqg the other cardiovascular and 
metabolic experiments. Other objectives a r e  to gather biomechanical data on 
man's r e s p i r a t o , ~  movements, body accelerations, and vibrations in relation to 
head, limbs, and trunk motions. 

At preesnt it appears that the most reliable and simple technique i s  tc, 
secure to the subject's back suitable miniaccelerometers in triaxial arrange- 
ment. The accelerometers a r e  secured to the subject by a very light and rigid 
dorsal plate fastened with teflon belts having a t  their ends an Astrovelcrr, lining 
( Fig. V-6) . The autput of these transducers, adequately amplified and filtered, 
and one ECG lead will be simultaneously recorded oa tape by means of a four- 
track miniature recorder connected by wire. The total weight of the equipment 
and fastening frame i s  271 7 grams  ( Fig. 'J-7). 



The unlt 1s self-c-ntalned wlth n s  L-onnectlone to Spacelab eystnma. 
Remrdlnga wlll be analyzed postflight. 

A stanaard expertmental aequence ln fllght wlll be perfornled by two 
crewmen, after slmple setup and #:heck operatlone. The main steps for the 
test crewmm wlll be: 

30 sec recordlng durlng normal breathlng In strekhed posture wlth 
n ~ u s ~ l e s  relaxes; 

30 sec remrdlng durlng breathholdlng ln aame posture; 
:I0 sec pause; 
:I0 sec recordlng durlng normal breathlng In crouched posture; 
::O sec pause, taklng agaln the stretched posture; 
20 set. recordlng during Valsalva maneuver (forced esplratlon havlng 

clased glottls) ; 
50 s c ~  pause durlng normal breathlng; 
180 seeb ( o r  less) for ensuring flrnl flsatlon of boots pmvldud wlth 

sut.tlan C-U ps; 
1S0 set* for perfornllnp physlcal eserclse (~llgh-rate bendlng and 

stretching legs) ; 
1SO sec ( o r  less) for taklng off the boots and for assun~lng thc i'loatlng 

position In the ullddle of 11loduIe: 
GO sets ret.ordln?: .+I r l n ~  nornlal breathing; 
:I0 set- recot-dlng rhirlug breathholding; 
(;O set. pause; 
20 scc. recordlug having arm 111usc-lcs ~.ontrat.tod lson1etrlcally; 
120 set. ~~c.r:tl~~uous rec.ol-dlng. 

Altogether, app luslnlntely Id  mln for ra1.h sequen~c would be required. 
'l'hls pattern will be repeated, at about the same t.irc.adla11 tlr::e, at the beglnnlng 
of thc I I ~ ~ S S ~ O ~ ,  at the end, and ha!fivay throu~h, three times t.nc.h on a Payload 
S~;s.claltst and n hllsslon Speclallst ( sls  performanc.t3s 111 all) .  

The second spet.iallst 1~111 a,.t n s  c.ontt-01 r.rewman helplng with the body 
flsatlon of the tlorsal plate, ~wltvhtug on/ off the Medllog recotulcr, operating 
the event marker, moultorinji tlme of steps, stablllz111~ the posltlon of test 
subjetst in  the nliddle of uloct\~le h ~ r l u g  pausss, etr. 
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Figure V4. Prototype dursal plate for 
ball istocard tographic measurements. 

Elgura V-7. Ball tstocardIograph qutpment in 
stowed ccrnflpration. 



Prlor to ar,d after the f~lght, the subjects will rec~elvo ~.ard!ovasc.ular 
esanllnatlons, lu~ludlng balllstoca~dlography recordl~lps a~?d stroke volu111e 
determlnatlons (1. e . ,  a determlnatlor, of the volume of blood ejec-ted tturlng 
systole from the left ventrlc!e Into the aorta), physical eserclso tests xlth 
n~etabollc u~easdrements, and a bask anthroponletrlc survey. 

&I conc~luslon, thls l~~vestlgatlon al:ns at lmp~mvlng our kr~owlodge of 
heart ~nc~tlonlng and efflc.1enc.y 111 various physlologlr.nl c=ondltlons. Welghtless- 
ness \\.Ill be used as a unlque tool to help solve sonlo cllnlcal mld spave canilo- 
vascular problems. 



PERSONAL MINIATURE ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL 
TAPE RECORDER 

( 1 ~ S 0 3 0 )  

H. Green 
Clinical Research Center, United Kingdom 

In all  previous space flights the personnel exposed to zero-gravity con- 
ditions have been highly selected astronauts,  many of them with test pilnt 
experience. We are now sntering an age in which not only many more  people 
will experience space flight but also, in t e r m s  of age, fitness, and previous 
s t r e s s  exposure, they will b e  much more  representative of the  normal popu1atib.i. 

Nothing i s  known about the  physiological reactions of such a population tc) 
the overall stress profi le of a mission. Such information i s  not only of scientiflc 
interest, but i t  should a lso  have a bearing on personnel selection and the decer- 
mination of behaviors: guidelines f o r  various s tages  of the flight. Therefore,  
the objectives of this e x p e r i m e ~ t  a r c  to collecx gen ~ r a l  physiologirlal data on 
ncrmal man in an abnormal environment to form the b a s ~ s  of future physiological 
studies; to collect eIectroencephalogram ( EEG) and electrooculogram ( EX) 
data to study sleep levels  ( t h e  Skylab EEG studies were  of very limited duration); 
to collect EOG and electrocardiogram ( EKG) data during ascent into and descent 
from orbit; and to flight t e s t  the miniature tape recorder  for future use. 

It i s  proposed to -~se a standard Oxford Lnstruments Medilog recorder  
(Fig .  V-8). of which some L'lousands a r e  in service,  a s  the data capture instru- 
ment. It i s  a battery-powered, fo-ur-channel casset te  tape recorder  with E 

24-hour endurance, weighing 400 g r a m s ,  and with dimensions of 130 x 120 x 

50 txilllmeters. It i s  carr ied  on the person, usually attached to a belt, and 
together with i t s  electrode leads  lmposes virtually no res t r ic t ions  on the  b e a r e r .  
F o r  EEG1s, a s m d I  preampiifier  i s  required (10  x 6 x 12 mil l imeters)  which IS 

worn attached to t!!e s c a l ~ .  

The signals to be recorded a r e  the EKG, EOG, EEG, ar.d a timing and 
event marker .  The  datr. ..vi11 give information about h e a r  .%te ( ictrtri-a1 histo- 
gram and i t s  der!vatlves) end  morphology changes ( f reque -:.y range 0 . 1  t o  
100 her tz) ,  and document adaptation to zero-gra.  ~ t y  by using the Em- and EEG 
signals for sleep staging. Idedly,  the subject should be  studied for 3 o r  4 l a y s  
before launch, throughout the mission, and for  a few days in ZLe postflight 
period. 



h additton to the secorder, e r e  battertea, tape caeeettPrm, and an 
dectFoda raappllcatloo outnt wlll ba required. The overall welght of dl the 
equipment la of the order of 4 kflogram~. All replay md andysie d d  be 
accompll&ed on exl- wpipment after the end of the mleelon. All the tqnlp- 
ment aad technlquee described are h dally uee lo clinical mediche. 

Flgum V-8. General view of the recorder &owing 
the foam-backed electrcdea. 
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MASS DISCRIMINATION DURING WEIGHTLESSNESS 
( 1ES025) 

Helen Ross 
University of Stirling, IJnlted Kingdom 

This experiment i s  concerned with the ability of the astronaut to distin- 
guish between the mass  of ~ b j e c t s ,  when both he and the objects a r e  in the 
weightless state. The situation differs in a t  least  two ways from a comparable 
experiment on weight-discrimination on Earth: (1) the test  objects differ only 
in mass,  and not in weight, and (2)  the astronaut himself i s  also weightless, 
and the changed weight of his a r m  may interfere with his ability to discriminate. 

In previous experiments, weightless conditions have been partially simu- 
lated by supporting the test  o b j ~ c t s  on an air-bearing table. The experimental 
subjects estimated the mass of the objects by pushing them over the cushion of 
a ir .  Under these conditions, the threshold of discrimination was approximately 
twice a s  large a s  under normal conditions. However, the subject's a rm retained 
i t s  normal weight during the experiment. Other experiments involving an 
increase o r  decrease in the weight of the a r m  have shown that this i s  an 
important variable. In general, subjects perform poorly when the a rm weight 
is first  increased o r  decreased, but their performance returns to approximately 
the normal level when time is allowed for adaptation to the change in weight. 

The main object of this experiment i s  to compare the threshold for  
weight-discrimination on Earth with that for mass-discrimination in orbit. 
We can predict that the threshold for mass-discrimination will be higher than 
for  weight-discrimination due to the loss  of sensory information concerning 
weight. However, once the astronaut h ~ s  adapted to the weightless state, his 
mass-discrimination will probably be finer than simulations with air-bearing 
tables have suggested. 

Tests  will be conducted premission and postmission and early and late 
during the mission while the crew i s  experiencing weightlessness. The object 
of the premission test  i s  to obtain baseline data on weight discrimication under 
normal gravitational conditions. The object of the early weightless tes t  i s  to 
obtain data on mass-discrimination shortly after entering orbit, before the 
astrons it has become fully adapted to the weightless state. The lnte weightless 
tes t  will be conducted to obtain similar data after a few days of we!ghtlessness, 



when the astronaut should be fully Ldapted. The postrnis~ion test objective i s  
to obtain data on weight-discrimination on return to Earth to see whether there 
is an after-effect of welghtlessneas and, if so, to trace the rate  of re-adaptation 
to Earth's gravity. A comparison of early and late tes ts  inflight and postflight 
will reveal the rate of adaptation to zero-gravity and l-g. 

The apparatus consists of a mass  discrimination box (Fig. V-s), waigh- 
ing approximately 4 kg, which measures 30 x 20 x 14 centimeter? when closed. 
The box opens in half and unfolds to reveal 24 balls, each of 3-centimeter 
diameter. The balls r e s t  in holes in a nietal plate and a r e  held in position by 
elastic retaining straps. Each hole and corresponding ball i s  labelled with a 
letter. The mass  of the balls varies from 50 to 64 g rams  in 2-gram step 
intervals, with repetitions. The balls a r e  made of epoxy resin with an inner 
lead annulus, the spacing of the annulus being varied so  that all  balls have 
equal moments of inertia (approximately 4 x 10* kgmZ). A stack of record cards 
i s  clamped to a card desk which unfolds to the right of the box. Used cards a r e  
stored in a slot at  the base of the left haif of the box. 

The box i s  stowed in a rack in the module when not in use. The crew- 
member who i s  performing the test  takes the box from the rack and fastens it 
in an open position on the workbench by means of the bungees. He dons the 
voice-link to report his answers verbally and fills in his particulars on the top 
record card. The cards contain a l i s t  of 72 paired comparisons (e .g. ,  BG, FD, 
etc. ) in a random order.  The crewmember picks up the f i rs t  ball (B) with his 
left hand, shakes it loosely in a normal manner, and then replaces i t  in i ts  hole 
under the retaining strap. He does the same for the second ball of the pair (G) .  
He then decides which of the two had the greater  mass,  guessing if uncertain. 
He marks the corresponding letter on the record card, using a pencil held in the 
right hand. He also reports his decision over the voice-link. He repeats this 
procedure for all pairs  on the card and then posts the completed card into the 
slot at the base of the box. He unfastens the box from the bench, closes it, and 
replaces it in the rack. The complete procedure, including stowing and unstow- 
ing the box, takes up to 30 minutes. 

A basically similar tes t  procedure will be followed on the ground pre- 
flight and postflight for the crewmembers. A control group of subjects will be 
tested on the ground a t  the same time intervals as the flight crew, in order  to 
provide control data for practice effects. 



The various pklred comparisons vary in the number of g rams  difference 
in mass  between the two balls, but there a r e  several repetitions of the same 
intervals. The heavier ball of the pair  i s  equally often f l rs t  o r  second. The 
r e m l t s  wlll a k w  which intervals can be correctly diacrimlnated on a better- 
than-chance basie and allow the 75 percent "threshold" intervals to be  deter- 
mined. Perfbrmance under l-g and aero-g can thus be  compared in a quantified 
manner. 

Flgure V-9. Diagram showing mass  discrimination apparatus 
open on workbench. 



NUTIZTION OF HELIANTHUS ANNUUS IN A 
MICROGRAVITY E~TIRONMENT 

(INS 10 1) 

Allan H. Brown 
University sf Pennsylvania, U3A 

Interest in nutation and in the kind of biophysical mechanism that can 
account for i t  is at least partly due to the fact that we do not understand how a 
plant senses the Earth's gravitational force or other accelerating fmces, how 
i t  processes the information and transduces it into chemical losrn, and how the 
hormonally transmitted signals from sensor to responding tissue are  capable of 
ordering an appropriate differential growth response. If something of basic 
importance concerning nutation can be learned, such knowledge might ha-~e 
application to the even broader and still vexing question: How doea a plant 
know which way is up ? 

Nutations of pltii~t organs have been studied by plant physiologists for 
more than a century. Roots, tendrils, shoot tips, hypocotyls, pedicels, etc., 
usually exhibit growth movements in which the structure describes elliptical 
(often circular) ?atterns ( Fig. V-10). Beca~ee the organ is growing, the 1 0 ~ ~ 8  
is actually a helix which is often irregular. The period of oscillaticrl usually is 
in the range lo i*  to lo2* nlinutes and is temperature dependent. 

Nutation is affected by gravity and can be altered by various inds of 
gr2otropic stimuli. It even has been suggested thdt nutation is comp,,l~ly 
dependent on gravity and that it can be explained simply a succession of 
gc.otropic responses whereby the plant organ "seeks" a preferred orientation 
such as the plumb Erie brnt continuously overcompensates to generate a hunting 
pattern. M o t - m  proponents of the geotropic-response-with-overshoot view cf 
nutation have used that concept as the basis for a mathematical model. Within 
the past decade the model has been tested by plant experimentation and by 
computer sirnulation, However, that excellent biophysicai work has not swayed 
modern acherents to the Darwinian view that nutations are endogenously driven. 

The only way we can marshal cr i t icd  experimental evidence to decide 
between the Darwjnian concept of endcgenouely motivated nutation and the more 
mechanistic concept of gravity-dependent nutation will he to determine i f  
nutation proceeds in the absence of a gravitational :orce. Space l a b ~ r a t ~ ~ r i e s  
were invented for answering just that kind of question, and that is ~e objective 
of this experiment. If nutation pel sists in weightleesness, parameters descdb- 
ing the motion will be measured. 



Simulation tests of the weightless condition (e.g., on horiwntal cliro- 
stats) have L e n  attempted; but, a s  evoryone knows, any Earth-bound simulation 
of the state of free ;all must be imperfect at best. Tests  using simulated 
weightlessness have been inconclusive chiefly becauue one cannot be sure how 
effective the simulation may be. The adequacy of simulations can be determined 
only i f  resu1t.s obtained on the simulator can be compared \vlt'h those o b t a x d  in 
a space experiment. 

In the present experiment [Helianthu! Flight Experiment (HEFLEX) 3 thc: 
test subject is a dwarf sunllower seedl*ng, Helianthus m u t ~ s .  Nutation will be 
measured by recording in time lapse mode the vidbo images of a population of 
seedlings that were grown a t  1-g but wlil be observed a t  virtual zero-gravity 
F i g .  - 1  Only infrared illuminatior and an infrazed-sensitive vtdec, camera 
wi3 be used (to avoid certain complications caused by the plants' responses to 
visible light) . Images will be recorded at 10-minute intervals on video tape. 

Prior to launch, a set of plant s w c i m e n ~  at a succession of growth 
stages wL! be p1act.d onboard the Orbiter. Some plants will be ready to go on 
camera the first day of the Spacelab 1 misfii.>n. Others will be installed in a 
r o b r  that can impose a 1-g cerltk-lpetal force vntil it is their turn to be placed 
before the camera. Toward the end of the mission some plants that were 
brought onboard as  dry seeds and, &cer planting by a payload specialist to 
idt iate  germination, were growr. .,.filly orl the rotor for 4 days will be put on 
camera. 

Four plants will be ir view of the camera at any one time, The payload 
specialist will change plants once each day. He will select from a w t  of eight 
plants at the proper age the four best ior surveillance by :he camera. 

A f t e r  the mission, the video tape will be recover-d and the plant images 
will be displayed on a video monitor in the laboratory, photographed on 16 mii'i- 
meter film, and analyzed frame by frame to determine the kinetics of nutation 
for each specimen tested. 

If nutational oscillations in the HEFLEX data can be identified, the 
concept ~f a gravity -driven movement cannot acpl y to H elianthus seedlings 
without some modification. On the other hand, if  the investigators do no? 
identify nutations, they will be justified in concluding that the endogenous concept 
is not supported by NEFLEX results. 
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PRELIMINARY CHARACTERIZATION OF PERSISTING CIRCADIAN 
RHYTHMS DURING SPACEFLIGHT: NEUROSPORA 

AS A MODEL SYSTEM 
(1NS007) 

Frank M. Suhman 
State University of New Yo* at Blnghampton, USA 

F o r  many years  i t  has been known that numerous physiological variables 
a r e  not constant during the 24-hour day but, rs ther ,  exhibit diurnal variations. 
Beca-~se these circadian rhythms can persist  i n  ccnditions of constant tempera- 
ture and constant light o r  darkness, they have been regarded by most investiga- 
to rs  to be manifestations of an endogenous timekeeping system. Additional 
evidence often cited ss scpporting the endogenous clock hypothesis is the fact 
that while the p e r i ~ d  lengths in  constant conditions a r e  approximately 24 hours, 
only rarely are they exactly 24.0 hours, and, in fact, these periods need not 
match any known geophysical periodicity. Thus, this biological clock which 
provides the organism with temporal information is capable cf measi~ring time 
in the absence of environmental signals. 

An alternative explanation for these persiseng circadian rhythms which 
has been argued for mmy -years proposes that subtle changes in geophysical 
variables provide temporal information to organisms in otherwise constant 
conditions; i.e., the timing system is exogenous, and organisms p e r c e i ~ e  daily 
timing signals such s periodic fluctuations in air pressure o r  slight fluctuaLions 
in  gravity associated with the rotation of the Earth in relation to the Sun and the 
Moon. It  has been shown that geophysical variables (e. g., atmoshperic pressure 
aad electromagnetic radiation) can affect circadian rhy chms. An obvious test  of 
this exogenous clock hypothesis would be to dekrrnine if circadian rhythms 
persist  outside of the Earth's environment. 

Initial examinatioq of the eftects of the Spacelab environment on the 
temporal organization of living systems can best Ix undertake11 by following 
circadian rhythms ill microorganisms. hImy eukaryotic microorganisms 
exhibit circadian rhythms whose formal properties (entrainment, persistence, 
period length, and the effects of light m d  temperature) a re  very similar to 
those of more complex living systems, viz., mammals. 

The common fungus Neurospora c rassa  provides an excellent experi- 
mental model for this study because of i t s  well-characterized circadian rhythm 
of growth. The band s train of Neurospora produces patches of extensive growth 



approximately once each day ( Fig. V-12). These p w t h  patterns are cbe to a 
drcacUan rh-ythm of conidiation (asexual spore formation) which is expressed 
in a culture maintained in constant darkness as patches oI de-?8e growth at 
approximately 22-hour intervals. Thue, a record of the fi'mctioning cf the 
biclogical clock which is responsible for timing these evsl~ts is readily available. 
In the present investigation, elqperiments will bt perfor1ne.-l by illlloculating 
Newospora at one end of a growth tube contalrrfng a nutrient-agar medium and, 
after several d m  of growth in constant darkness, determining the growth rate, 
banding patterns, and circadian period and phase information. 

The simplicity of this experimental system i p  such that it can be con- 
ducted in a small, Ut- t ight ,  carrp+n package (qproximately 0.5 cubic meters) 
requiring no power or  M i g h t  maintenance (Fig. V-13). Identical contml cultures 
will be grown Gn the ground during Spacelab 1, and at the completion of the 
mission tlie growth patterns of the experimental and control cultures uffl be 
metcared. 

This investigation will serve as a preliminary test of both the macro- 
environment of space and the microenvironment o i  Spacelab for effects on the 
temporal organization of living systems. The results of this project will 
improve our understanding of the circadian timekeeping mechmism which is so 
ubiquitous on Earth. 
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MICROORGANISMS AND BIOMOLECULES I N  
SPACE HARD EESVIRONMENT 

( 1 E3029) 

G. Horneck 
DFVLR, Instltut fiir Flugmedlzin/ Abteilung Biophysk, Germany 

Exposure to space hard envlronrnent may influence living matter at the 
cellular level (inactivation, mutation hduction, growth disturbances), at the 
subcellular level (membrane damape, genome alteration, enzymatic disorganiza- 
tion), and at the nlolecular level (comformation alteration of macromo!ecules, 
radiation products in DNA and protein). 

In this esperiment, microorganisms and biomolecules will be exposed to 
space var.\lunl and to different intensities of selected wavelengths of solar 
ultraviolet radiation. The objective is to measure quantitatively the influence 
of these factors, applied singly or simultaneously, on the integrity of 
~nicrobial systems and bion~oleculzs. Specifically, this esperiment ivi l l  be 
used to sh~dy in Bacillus subtilis spores (1) disturbances in subsequent germ- 
ination, outgro~vth, and colony formation; ( 2 )  photochemical reactiom of the 
DNA and protein in vivo and in vitro and their role in biological injury; and 
j 3) the efficiency of repair processes in these events. For that purpose, about 
350 dry sanlples of the different test systems, which are accommodated in four 
square-shaped, quartz-cbovered containers will be esposed to selected comtina- 
tions of space vacuum and of solar irradiation of different wavelengths and 
intensities (Fig. \.'-14). The wavelengths will be selected by a filter system, 
while a shutter will  be used to determine the tota; esposure time. 

The data from postllight evaluation of the biological flight and the ground 
control samples will be compared with the findings of simulation experiments on 
the ground (Table \.'-I). Precise infornmtion on the effects of space factors on 
living nlatter is expected which may contribute to the solution of several problems 
of space biology ( e. g. , the contan~ination problem, hazard8 to man by microbial 
matants, and the interplanetary transfer of biological matter). Contributions to 
problenls in basic research (e. g., the role of water in biological systems, 
primary processes of radiation, and the function of the veil envelope) are also 
expected. 



TABLE V-1. VACUUM EFFECTS ON BACTERIA 

Effects Observed in Col~ny Formers 

- Prolonged lag-phase of subsequent growth 

- Repair of cell membrane damage during lag-phase 

- Increased sensitivity t~ X-rays 

- Incmased sensitivity to UV radiation 

a No photoenzymatic repair 

Little o r  no excision rzpair 

(, DNA -protein cross-links 

a Spore type photoproduct 

6 Trans-synthymine dimer 

- Decreased sensitivity to heat 

Effects Observed in N~r~colony Formers 

- No cellular elongation 

- No phage production 

- No respiration 

- Damage to the cell envelope 
t -- h 
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RADIATION ENVIRONMENT MAPPING 
( 1 ~ 0 0 6 )  

E. V. Benton 
University of San Francisco, USA 

Tne proposed lnvestlgatlon stems from concerl~ over the potentlal biologl- 
cal hazard from exposure to cosmic radiation. Documentation of the nature of 
cosmic radlation inside spacecraft 1s vital to the protection of man in space. 
The prlme experiment objectlve is  to map the cosmic radlatlon fleld inside the 
Spacelab vehlcle. In addition to the integral. linear energy tranafeL ( LET) 
spectrum for protons and HZE particles, the parameters to be determined 
include the total radiatlcin dose; fluence of neutrons, protons, and high charge 
and energy (HzE) particles. These results a r e  to be derlved from measure- 
ments mai 3 in passive dosimeters. 

Twelve small, lightweight, passive doslmeter packets and three thick, 
multilayered stacks of plastic detector films wlll be attached to the spacecraft 
a t  sites which will reflect a wide range of spacecraft shielding. Postfllght 
analysis of the passlve dasimeter packets and the thlck plastic stacks will De 
carried out in the laboratory. Standardized data reduction techniques develqped 
through the investigators' experience in the analysis of passive dosimeters from 
previous manned spaceflight missions ( U. S. and U. S. S. R. ) will be utilized. 

The materials to be used in the passlve dosimetf;~ packets include cellu- 
lose nitrate ( CN) and Lexan polycarbonate plastics, AgC1 crystals, and thcrmo- 
luminescent detectors. The following 'listing briefly describes the operation of 
these materials. 

1) Plastic nuclear track detectors - HZE particles produce microscopic 
damage along their paths in plastics. This damage can be developed into tht: 
form of a track by the use of a chemical etching technique. The result of this 
process is  an etch pit whose dimensions a r e  a function of the etching time and 
etchant temperature a s  well a s  the magnitude of radiation damage at the etching 
site. The magnitude of damage i s  satisfactorily represented by the restricted 
energy loss of the particle. 

2 )  AgCl crystal detectors - Single crystals of silver chloride doped with 
cadmium, A g C l ( ~ d ) ,  register tracks of penetrating ionizing particles. Particle 
tracks in A g C l ( ~ d )  a re  initially stabilized with yellow light to prevent fading and 
subsequently developed by exposure to ultraviolet light. :he developed track i s  
similar in appearance to particle tracks in photographic emulsions. 

i 
I v-4 2 

I 
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3) Thermr?luminescent detectors - Thermolunline~cent detectors 
(1. e. ,  TLD chips) record total radiation dose down to a few millirads. Heating 
of exposed chips cacsea light emission In a certain temperature range (approxi- 
mately 150 OC) . The amount of light emitted i s  directly proportional to the 
radiation dose received by the TLD chip. 

Figure V-16 shows some details of the a r~angement  of the small passive 
dosimeter packet. The thick stacks of plastic films each contain 200 Lexan 
polycarbonate films. Each film i s  0.0019 centimeters thick with a 10 x 10 
centimeter surface. The stack of fi lms i s  sandwiched between top and bottom 
aluminum plates, and the assembly i s  held together with bolts. The overall 
thickness i s  4 . 5  centimeters and the weight i s  approximately 700 grams. 

The value of the knowledge to be  gained from the investigation i s  that 
(1) it will provide baseline data for  evaluation of radiation risk to man on this 
and future Spacelab missions, (2) it will provide radiation baseline data for 
experiments which may be affected by radiation, and (3)  it will be a continuacioc 
of the program of documentation of radiation insiae manned spacecraft which has 
included measurements onboard Gemini VI, Apollo missions 8 through 17, all 
Skylab missions, Apollo-Sofiz Test  Project, and Kosmos 782 and 936. The 
expected results to be derived from this investigation will be a valuable part  of 
the overall information required to determine man's long-term capability to 
function in space. 



Dosimeter Contents 

1 x e ~  

1  AgCl c r y s t a l ,  LiF 
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Figure V-15. Passive dosimeter packet. 



ADVANCED BIOSTACK EXPERIMENT 
( 1 ~ S 0 2  7) 

H. Biicker 
DFVLR, Institul fiir ~ l u g m e d i z i n /  Abteilung Biophysik, Germany 

This  experiment, which will be conducted in a multidiscipline and multi- 
national (Germtny,  Fracce,  USA) collaboration of scientists ,  i s  p a r t  of a bio- 
phyzical program the  main purpose of which i s  to determine the r~dlcbiological  
. .lportance of cosmic radiation par t ic les  of high atomic number and high energy 
(HZE) .  Tc accomplish this,  i t  i s  necessary t o  p e r f r r m  microdosimetry of 
HZE particle irrsdiation. 

Previous Biostack experiments on Apollc 16 and 17  and A p o l l ~ S o y u z  
T e s t  ? r o j ~ c t  clearly demonstrated that the very high local concentrntion 3f 
&.sorbcd ene- ~y produczci by single HZE par t ic les  can have se r ious  biological 
effects up??. -.-. organism since corr-plete cel ls  can be  damaged o r  destroyed. 
The u i t i in~   sequences of scch damage is dependent upon the organism's 
ability tc, repair  or replace the affected cell. 

The specific objectives of the Advanced Biostack Experiment a r e  (1) to 
c ~ n f i r m ,  complen~ent,  and enlarge the information obtained fronl the previous 
experiments by applying improved and advanced methods of localization and 
physical and biol3gical eva'uation, performing advanced neriment 'sed on 
these data, and including a,.ditidnal Siological specimens -.ld additio~,,. radiation 
detectors; ( 2 )  to determine the biological importance of nuclear disintegration 
s ta r s ;  ( 3 )  to  determine the interference of HZE-particle-induced effects with 
those of ~ t h e r  spqce flight factors ( e. g. , weightlessness) ; and ( 4 )  to determine 
the distribution of HZE par t ic les  and of disintegration stars at different locations 
inside the module and on the pallet. 

Variations oi  ;he typical bioatack concept a r e  plvlned for exposure at 
different locations inside the module ar 3 on the  pallet ( t h r e e  biostacks in the  
module and one on the pallet). The experimental packages consizt of l ayers  of 
different biological objects sandwiched between different types of detectors 
(e .  g.,  plasti,: dstectors,  nuclear emulsions, aid AgCI crysta ls)  of heavy 
part icles and cosmic radiation. This  method per tni ts  the localization of the 
t ra jsc torv  of each HZE partic!e in the biological (Fig .  V-16) I ~ y e r  and the 
correlati3n of biological impairment o r  injury with the character is ti:^ of the 
responsible IIZE partic!e. Tu - tvpes of detector s tacks  v:ili be used. One is 
col.lp':-' 'L--. pbssive; the other  i s  dctive. The  active package (Fig. V- i7)  



contalns detecntora made 02 AgCl nnd thus requires power to drlve the lights 
needed to stablllze the Images. The passlve package contalns no AgCl and 1s 
slnlllar to the I ~ w e r  ;.art of the actlve package. One of the actlva packages will 
be located on the pallet. 

The exparinlent results will contribute to the solution of the problenls of 
potential hazards to nlan fmm HZE partlc-les of cosmic radlatlon during long- 
duration or  repeat& space fliphrs, to the establishment of radlatlon protection 
guidelines for man and bloloe;ical experinrents during future fllgilts, and to the 
understrrndlng of the qature of the action of slngle particles on biological 
matter - which r ~ r e s e n t s  a basic problem of radiation biology. 

heavy Ion / 

F i r  - 1 .  Part of a hIolng!c. sulwnit with I)iolog!c layers i n  flsed 
1-ontat-t with plastlc dett?c.tors. C'N = ~.ellulose-nitrate, 

PC = polyc.arbonale, n~ld P Y A  = pol? vLII~I-al~whol. 
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Fimlre V-1;. Flight hnrclnsl-eoi~i~rartive typeof the Advanced 

E3iostar.k Experiment 1 ESU27. 
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